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Abstract 
 

 
Information technology (IT) has developed and spread and the internet is now 
available in nearly every corner of the world all the time. It is adequate to say that we 
are entering an information economy. E-business is an important business tool, 
which is reflected by the emerging presence of the internet. Furthermore, the 
Internetworld says that in accordance with a development plan from the European 
Union it should be possible to carry out all government business electronically in 
2010. But, already in January 2008, the state authorities shall be able to send and 
receive e-invoices. The project �E-service for safe mining projects� is one of the 
projects within the government owned Vinnova programme Innovative development 
of cross-boundary public e-services. This thesis is written on assignment for that 
project, taking on the role of a consultant.   
 
Companies can through the internet easily find business over boarders, geographical 
or other, and there is money to be earned in new markets. To do this companies have 
a need to know their potential customers, their needs and wants. The purposes of this 
thesis are to explore the perceived needs for the �E-service of safe mining projects� 
and the benefits it could bring to its potential customers. By considering the 
customers potential needs with the aid of a theoretical lens this thesis also aims to 
make suggestions to the company of what to consider in the development process of 
this e-service and discuss how their desires could be met by the e-service. 
 
The theoretical chapter begins with explaining the concepts of services and e-
services. Cravens and Piercy�s model for determining product-markets and 
Zeithaml�s et al gap model are used. The study is done using semi-structured 
interviews of four different interest groups for the e-service. There were three 
researchers conducting the interviews together.  
 
The conclusions of the study are that to satisfy the customers is not very easily done. 
Customers of today often have high expectations of the quality of the service and 
they want the service provider to know their needs and wants. What could be helpful 
for this e-service is that because it is semi-public service the potential customers may 
consider it a public service instead of a private service and thus the expectations will 
be lowered. The generic need is the �need to get the right information� and there are 
a number of specific perceived needs adherent to the potential customers. Also 
recommendations are given to the project.  
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1 INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY AND THE MINING INDUSTRY 
 

nformation technology (IT) has developed and spread and the internet is now available 
in nearly every corner of the world all the time. This globalising development has 
influenced our lives dramatically and opened up a new world of possibilities for 
organisations. The transition we are partaking is a move from an industrial society to 

an information and knowledge-based society1. In other words we are entering an information 
economy. This thesis is focused on what kind of perceived needs the new technology can fulfil 
and the services it can bring to customers. 
 
1.1 Entering new markets � how can the new technology be of assistance? 
 
Our business environment has during the last decades expanded from the region we live in to 
include the entire world. Through this process of globalisation many companies have 
undeniably grown to become multinationals. To expand and enter new markets could well be 
seen as something that only large companies can do and may be an alien idea to many small 
businesses.  
 
Large opportunities arise from entering new markets, whether it is done physically or entering 
the artificial world of the internet. E-business is an important business tool, which is reflected 
by the emerging presence of the internet. The internet has changed the power relations of big 
vis-à-vis small companies, since borders between countries are becoming less relevant and 
interaction between businesses entities are made possible.2 Companies can through the 
internet easily find business over boarders and there is money to be earned in new markets. To 
do this companies have a need to know their potential customers, their needs and wants.  
 
Entering a new market is not easily done. It often means unforeseen difficulties to get through 
and problems to solve. With globalisation opening up markets come vast possibilities but also 
an increasing need of knowledge of how political and legal systems work and how business is 
done. On top of this there are often language barriers and cultural barriers to be met. 
Misunderstandings that spring up and obstacles that arise during an introduction on a new 
market can become costly. Large companies may have the strength of having competence 
within the organisation or the means to get the best consultants. Smaller businesses might not 
have these means facilitating an introduction on a new market.  

                                                
1 Drucker, P.F. (1994) 
2 Serveis, P., Madsen, T. K. and Rasmussen, E. S. (2007) pp. 297-317 
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1.2 The Swedish industry 
 
Sweden has over 920000 companies3 and although it is a relatively small country with a small 
population, just over nine million inhabitants, we are prominent in many areas. Because 
Sweden has a limited inner market export is important and sometimes the only way for 
businesses to grow.  
 
The IT sector in Sweden has grown rapidly and the country is one of the world leaders in 
terms of investment in this area, number of personal computers, internet connection and 
mobile phones penetration4. The news site Internetworld has in a recent study surveyed 
Swedish e-business. They have on the basis in statistics by SCB (the Central Bureau of 
Statistics in Sweden) filled in the gaps and found that the Swedish e-business was worth 790 
milliards SEK in 2006, a least. The Internetworld also says that in accordance with a 
development plan from the European Union it should be possible to carry out all government 
business electronically in 2010. But, already in January 2008, the state authorities shall be 
able to send and receive e-invoices.5 
 
Since the latter part of the 20th century many industrial sectors have gotten leaner, such as 
textiles and iron and steel, and yet others, such as shipbuilding, have disappeared.6 However, 
the largest areas of Swedish export are apart from electrical and telecom equipment and 
pharmaceuticals also machinery, passenger cars, paper, iron and steel7. Iron and steel stand for 
more than half of the Swedish export of mineral products8.  
 
Sweden has historically been a main producer and exporter different forms of iron and is 
Western Europe's main iron producer. Steel accounts for 84.4% of the industry�s value9. In 
2004 the iron ore output of Sweden accounted for approximately 2% of world output. The 
country has also been among EUs largest producers of silver and lead.10 2.3% of the European 
metals and mining industry's value comes from the Swedish industry11. During the first part of 
00-ies the metals and mining industries in Sweden have had a strong growth, especially 
during 200412. According to forecast the growth will continue but at a more moderate pace 
from a total revenue of 6.0 milliard USD in 2005 to a value of 6.9 milliard USD in 201013. 
However, just 1% of the total value of industrial production, and about the same of the 
industrial employment, come from the mining industry. In 2004, mining and mineral 
extraction employed around 5,850 people in Sweden.14 The two largest mining companies in 
Sweden are Boliden AB, which has a production of copper, zinc, lead, gold and silver and 
LKAB that is world leading in the iron business15. 
 

                                                
3 www.scb.se 
4 www.eiu.com 
5 www.internetworld.se 
6 www.eiu.com 
7 www.sweden.se 
8 www.scb.se  
9 www.datamonitor.com  
10 www.eiu.com 
11 www.datamonitor.com  
12 www.scb.se 
13 www.datamonitor.com  
14 www.eiu.com 
15 www.datamonitor.com  
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We were indeed lucky when the border toward northeast was set. The mines of Kiruna and 
Malmberget are among the largest mines of the world16. The second traditionally important 
mine district in Sweden is Skelleftefältet17. And thirdly, Bergslagen has historically been an 
important area in the mining industry, but was gradually phased out to a complete stop in the 
beginning of the 1990ies18. Now gold has been found in the inland of Västerbotten and this 
relatively new mine field goes by the name �Guldlinjen�. This area is set in municipals of 
Åsele, Lycksele and Storuman in the south of Lapland.19  
 
This implies that there are a lot of international mining companies that may have an interest in 
entering the Swedish market. One way for these companies to reach the information necessary 
in order to follow the Swedish laws and regulations is through the use of the new technologies 
available in today�s information society. Yet, this information is as of today not easily 
attained. The big mining companies currently working in Sweden also need to keep updated 
on current developments within the industry. 
 
Vinnova is a state owned authority with a mission �to promote sustainable growth by 
developing effective innovation systems and funding�. The project �E-service for safe mining 
projects� is one of the projects within the Vinnova programme Innovative development of 
cross-boundary public e-services. The Vinnova programme promotes growth by cost 
efficiency within the authorities and through interactive e-services and a creation of demand 
for development of new products and services based on information technology. According to 
Vinnova this also creates international market opportunities for the companies involved in the 
projects. Vinnova says that the authorities� ability to identify the needs and demand and to 
assess the benefits of the services is crucial. The accessibility, usefulness and the perceived 
benefits for the users are top priority.20 
 
What it all boils down to is supply and demand. The key issue for the supplier is the demand 
for a commodity. So what benefits could an e-service bring to mining companies or other 
interest groups? What perceived needs do potential customer groups have?  
 
1.3 Purposes 
 
The purposes of this thesis are to explore the perceived needs for the �E-service of safe 
mining projects� and the benefits it could bring to its potential customers. By considering the 
customers potential needs with the aid of a theoretical lens this thesis also aims to make 
suggestions to the company of what to consider in the development process of this e-service.  

                                                
16 NE (1992), �gruvindustri� p. 114 
17 www.sakragruvor.se/projektbeskrivning.pdf 
18 NE (1990) �bergslagen� p. 454 
19 www.sakragruvor.se/projektbeskrivning.pdf 
20 www.vinnova.se 
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1.4 Disposition 
 
�Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?� 
�That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,� said the Cat. 
�I don�t much care where-�, said Alice. 
�Then it doesn�t matter which way you go,� said the Cat. 
�-so long as I get somewhere,� Alice added as an explanation. 
�Oh, you�re sure to do that,� said the Cat, �if you only walk long enough.�21 
 
Directions are always welcome! In the process of writing this thesis several people have 
helped the author in different directions, some of which were outright misleading and other 
that were exiting turns to take. In this section the author aims to give the reader the directions 
needed, not to get lost before the last page. 
 
Innovative technology and the mining industry  
In the chapter just read, the reader was introduced to the opportunities that emerge for 
companies with new technologies. The reader was also given a short introduction to Swedish 
industry and the history of Swedish mining.  
 
Methodology  
The second chapter in this work handles the theoretical outlooks and the method for the study. 
Here the choices made throughout the research process are explained. The author�s view that 
the truth is relative, the line of attack when it comes to methodological approach and the 
practical method, are described in detail. All the tools needed to understand the work is 
presented to the reader to facilitate the evaluation of the study. 
 
Theoretical framework 
Here the theoretical lens for the study is presented. Firstly the concept of services is put 
forward to then go into the virtual world and its e-services. Then a model for determining 
product-markets is presented that can also be used to profile the customers. The needs, wants 
and demand of customers are discussed as well as customer satisfaction and product benefits. 
Finally the gaps model of service quality is described to illustrate how to manage the gap 
between what is perceived and what is expected and to arrive at the satisfied customer.  
  
Results from the interviews 
The results from the interviews are presented in this chapter. The respondents are presented in 
a chronological order and the material is divided into themes identified during the processing 
of the empirical data.  
 
Analysis and Discussion  
The results from the interviews are analysed and connected to the theoretical framework. Here 
the same themes are used as in the empirical chapter.  
 
Conclusions and recommendations to the project 
In this final chapter conclusions are drawn and recommendations are made to the project, 
inline with the normative part of the purpose.   
 
It is easy, just go straight ahead and you will find Your way� 

                                                
21 Carroll, L. (1966) p. 59 
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2 METHODOLOGY 
 

 jörkstrand finds it valuable for the reader that the researcher makes an effort to 
declare her predisposition and understandings of the world. Furthermore it is 
important to explain and motivate the choices made along the way in the process of 
the writing of the thesis. In this chapter Björkstrand aims to give the reader the tools 

needed in understanding and evaluating the work. Even though �Bias tends to be 
unavoidable, no matter what precautions are taken.22�, or rather because, Björkstrand 
considers it imperative that the author does her outmost to allow the reader to be able to 
evaluate wherein these biases may lay. 
 
2.1 Choice of subject  
 
The basis for the choice of subject was Björkstrand�s interest in services marketing and 
knowledge and information services. The starting point for the subject of study of this thesis 
was a suggestion made by the author�s supervisor and a request from a representative of 
Umeå University in Lycksele. The thesis is therefore written on assignment for the project of 
a potential e-service for the mining industry. The fact that the overall project essentially is a 
research project is a guarantee that the chosen subject is topical and of interest from a 
scientific point of view. E-services are also a growing and relatively new area of business. 
Sifting through the beginning of a business plan for the project and e-service looking for 
interesting gaps and important areas to study the issue of the use and usefulness of the e-
service caught the researcher�s interest. The question of the needs and wants of the potential 
customers is fundamental for any producer of goods or services. And this is what makes this 
study exiting! 
 
2.2 The author 
 
Björkstrand is of the view that for the reader to have a fair chance to evaluate the work and be 
able to interpret the data presented the author has to put forward her preconceptions. By 
clarifying her perspective and what experiences have influenced her, the researcher gives the 
reader a tool to measure and evaluate the material23. In this section the author attempts to give 
an overview of her background experiences that may have influenced the outcome of this 
thesis.  
 
The university education of the author includes a soon to be master of science in International 
Business Administration and Economics, a university degree in Social Psychology and 
additional studies of languages i.e. Spanish and French. For her bachelor�s and master�s 
courses the author spent one semester at Bradford University in England where the foci of her 
courses were marketing and management. Björkstrand also took an additional master�s course 
in Finance at Umeå University.  
 
Apart from her theoretical studies the author spent six months in 2006 in Barcelona on an 
internship in the marketing and sales departments at the NFS-Group, a Swedish treasury 
consultant company. Here she made a literature study on knowledge research and looked into 

                                                
22 Lundin, R. A. and Wirdenius, H. (1990) p. 132 
23 Svenning, C. (2000) pp. 12f  
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what different kinds of software there is on the market for this purpose. The internship also 
gave her valuable insight and first hand knowledge of the marketing of a service.  
 
Before and during her time at the university Björkstrand has experience from working in 
several organisations. She also took one sabbatical semester to travel in Central America. All 
the experiences of different cultures and organisational cultures combined with her previous 
studies has made Björkstrand who she is and obviously affects her work. The broad spectrum 
of studies with depth in different areas experience from different cultures is of great use in 
doing research and understanding the broader context.  
 
2.3 Does THE truth exist or is it relative? 
 
The author�s viewpoint on this question is clear. Everything is relative, besides the fact that 
we all are going to die some day. The measures we use to get the �truth� are constructed by us 
and the truth lies in the eye of the beholder, or the interpreter. A person�s understanding is 
based on previous experience and knowledge, which are used to make an interpretation.  
 
Action research is used for the researcher to affect the studied process in a desirable direction. 
Ideally action science should lead to descriptive and normative knowledge, which is the aim 
of this study.24 The motives of the respondents to participate in research affect the impact of 
the researcher. When the motives are mostly altruistic, the researcher has least effect on the 
respondents25. This could be true of the two latter interviews.  
 
Björkstrand agrees with Lundin and Wirdenius who argue that research could be described as 
an interactive activity and suggest the term �interactive research�. They mean that researcher 
effects are inevitable especially when the researcher come close to the role of a consultant. 
Interaction means that not only do the researcher influence the respondent, the respondent 
simultaneously affect the researcher. Lundin and Wirdenius describe that their access was 
facilitated by a feeling of mutual benefits between the researchers and the respondents.26 This 
could very well be said about this study. Because the thesis is written on assignment, the 
access to parties within the project was facilitated. Furthermore, it is impossible to know 
about the effects the researchers feelings and predispositions have on the behaviour of the 
interviewees. The timeframe for this study is limited and the studied subjects are interviewed 
only once. Interaction effects are greater the more longitudinal the study is.27 This would 
mean there are limitations in the interaction effects induced to this study.  
 
2.4 Scientific approach 
 
The aim of this study is to explore the perceived needs of the potential customers of a specific 
e-service. Because this is a new service and a new area for the researcher, the mining industry, 
it was important for her to be open to new information.28 Information that emerged in the 
process of the thesis work, theoretical and empirical, has been incorporated in the work, 
affecting the process cyclically along the way. This iterative approach has continuously 
processed the theoretical framework and the empirical research to match one another.29  

                                                
24 Lundin, R. A. and Wirdenius, H. (1990) p. 132 
25 Ibid p. 134 
26 Ibid pp. 125ff and 132 
27 Ibid p. 128 
28 Jacobsen, D. I. (2002) p. 43 
29 Orton, J. D. (1997)  pp. 419 and 422 
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2.5 Choice of method 
 
The empirical method used should be based on the problem the researcher is looking at and 
the answers she aims for, rather than on her outlook on the world. Since the subject of study 
was relatively unexplored a qualitative method was deemed appropriate, to collect data that 
could bring the study closer to fulfilling its purpose. An attribute of the qualitative research 
process is where collection of empirical data, problem formulation and initial analysis are 
concurrent30. The qualitative research method is characterised by closeness between the 
researcher and his subject, the researcher has an insider�s view, the process can be 
unstructured and the theoretical and empirical studies are developing simultaneously31. 
Although, not being part of the project organisation, the researcher has been working on 
assignment and thus she has been influenced by the insider perspective. The empirical data 
collection and the theoretical research process have been simultaneous throughout the thesis 
work.  
 
2.6 Perspective 
 
To facilitate the work of this study the author has made the assumption that the e-service �E-
service for safe mining projects� will be a fact. The way the questions are asked assumes a 
completed e-service according to the project plan and with the product design and processes 
as described by the two first respondents.  
 
Because this is a study made on assignment from the project the researcher has been 
influenced by the view of the insiders. This means that the perspectives of insider and outsider 
may be intertwined. The investigator has to understand the problem area of the project 
adopted the insiders� view of the e-service, which agrees with the interactive view32.    
 
2.7 Information search 
 
In this work the search for theoretical and empirical sources are somewhat intertwined. Anna 
Norberg, the Umeå university contact in Lycksele and the leader of the project, provided 
website addresses to sites relevant to the project. Much of the literature used was previously 
known to the author and the rest were tips her by supervisor and colleagues.  
 
Articles were searched on Emerald and Business Source Premiere and Google was frequently 
used to find information on the internet. An abundance of search words in various 
combinations were used to find articles in areas related to the studied area. But, it was 
difficult to find articles with a perspective on e-services matching the subject of study. This 
would suggest that in this specific area of e-services there is a need for more studies to fill a 
theoretical gap. The sources of the articles found were gone over thoroughly to obtain more 
possible sources to the work at hand. 
 
The main source of empirical data was gathered through semi-structured interviews. An 
interview guide was constructed to cover the relevant areas for both studies, in a semi-
structured fashion33. The guide was then looked over and altered to match the different 
                                                
30 Repstad, P. (1993) p. 13 
31 Bryman, A. (1997) p. 113 
32 Orton, J. D. (1997) pp. 419-438 
33 Bryman, A. and Bell, E. (2003) p. 280 
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respondents. The preparations for the guide should be thorough so as to be able to compare 
answers from different respondents34. Moreover, smaller changes were made continuously 
when new information emerged during study process.  
  
For the empirical part of this thesis the web sites supplied by Anna Norberg where used. Zert 
AB, the product owner, provided internal information used primarily to gain a deeper 
understanding of the project. This type of documents and company records may not only give 
the researcher important background information but also help the researcher to find further 
questions important to explore through observations and interviews35.  
 
2.8 Selection of respondents and sharing of information 
 
The first hand sources where selected mainly through a snowball sampling method. The 
respondents were able to direct the researcher to other potential informants to contact in 
addition to the respondent found by the author. The sources contacted and interviewed were 
chosen on the basis of their potential knowledge of the area. The aim was to reach informative 
cases and to obtain respondents from the most appropriate potential interest groups. The 
researcher wanted to get both an insider and an outsider perspective and reach the least 
studied informants that could bring new insight into the project. Svenning means that 
interviews with different people or experts within the problem area can give experience and 
introducing facts and knowledge. These types of interviews, with the people most informed in 
the area, may be needed throughout the work process as there is a fine line between data 
collection and analysis when using a qualitative method.36 
 
The assignment by the project was taken on by Björkstrand, but also by Leo Hansson and 
Lenitha Hansson. This meant there were two theses written on the project, but with different 
areas of interest and different purposes. The researchers realised that sharing of information 
would facilitate the process, save time and improve the quality of the studies. Björkstrand 
further suggested that the interviews were performed together to spare the interviewees the 
time and effort to be interviewed twice. This was also a way to get around the researcher 
effects that could have been induced on the study which had the second interview, as the 
respondents would already have been given information and developed well thought-out 
opinions about the studied area. 
 
The interview and time spent at Zert contributed to a further understanding of the project �E-
service safe mining projects� and the issues relevant to the research subject. The fact that 
there were two theses written on the area simultaneously also meant that the authors could 
discuss their interpretations and observations of the interview situations.  
 
The choices of who to interview was made to cover as many interest groups as possible. In 
terms of the purpose of this study it meant to interview representatives from the proposed 
customer groups. This choice of procedure was chosen to discover possible differences in 
their view of the market�s needs for this e-service and to explore their perceived needs. The 
selection process described above can be considered to be what Patton calls purposeful 
sampling, when cases that are rich with information are selected for looking at central 
issues37. 
                                                
34 Repstad, P. (1993) p.  61 
35 Patton, M. Q. (1987) p. 90  
36 Svenning, C. (2000) pp. 119f 
37 Patton, M. Q. (1987) p. 52 
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2.9 Conduction of interviews and access to respondents 
 
In this section a careful description of the separate interviews are made, as well as reflections 
on the access and the context of the interviews. The way the interviews are illustrated in this 
section is helpful for the reader in his or her evaluation of the work. The interview procedure 
is interactive work and the interviews were conducted and processed concurrently with the 
theoretical data. In some cases some follow-up questions were asked over the phone or 
materials were e-mailed to the researcher. Making complementary questions if short, over the 
phone, may be necessary according to Repstad and the possibility should be left open when 
concluding an interview38. Tape recorders were used for all of the interviews, which were 
then transcribed.  
 
Because there where three researchers present at the interview occasions the investigators 
could monitor each other, and there was always a silent party with the function to observe the 
interviewee as well as the fellow researchers. Observations included to the interview situation 
put the interviews into a context adding further dimensions to the study. After the interviews 
the researchers exchanged views on the conducted interview. In combining different methods 
of collecting data, quantitative or qualitative, the researcher will get a broader basis for 
interpreting the results39. Widerberg recommends observational work as a complement to the 
interviews40.  
 
All interview guides are included as Appendices I to V. 
 
2.9.1 Zert AB, Annica Eklundh (Managing Director) 
 
The interview with Annica Eklundh took place 20 April 2007 at approximately 10.00 to 
10.45, in a room at Zert AB in Lycksele. The interview was conducted by Leo Hansson, 
Björkstrand was taking notes and asking follow up questions and Lenitha Hansson was 
observing and making sure all areas were covered. Despite the fact that the interview was set 
at a familiar site for the interviewee and that the respondent gave the assignment for the study, 
the interviewers observed a slight nervousness throughout the interview. This may have been 
caused by the number of interviewers or that she wanted to make a good impression. 
Eklundh�s responses reflected a will to do her outmost to help the researchers understand 
Zert�s view and develop their research questions to match Zert�s needs.  
 
To interview the managing director of the product owner was a necessary starting point to lay 
the foundation to the study. This gave the assigning company the possibility to develop areas 
of interest for themselves and the project. With the information gained from Zert alterations in 
the interview guide could be made and the purposes developed to better match the 
problematic areas for the project. 
 
Annica Eklundh provided the researchers with documents and contact information to possible 
respondents. She suggested to interview foreign mine companies if they were available. To 
find the foreign companies, the researchers got in contact with Zert�s contact at Georange, 
Lennart Gustavsson, who was more than helpful to suggest possible respondents in foreign 
companies.  
                                                
38 Repstad, P. (1993) p. 73 
39 Ibid p. 19 
40 Widerberg, K. (2002) p. 130 
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The complete interview guide for Zert AB is to be found in Appendix I. 
 
2.9.2 Dragon Mining, Anders Brundin (Manager of Environmental and Safety issues) 
 
Brundin works in Storuman but lives in Lycksele. Therefore, he proposed the interview would 
be conducted in Lycksele. Brundin suggested meeting at the localities of Umeå University in 
Lycksele, which were familiar to him. The researchers booked a lecture room to be properly 
prepared for the interview. The equipment was tested 10 minutes before the interview, but 
Murphy�s Law saw to that it came to using �Plan B�. This means that the interview was taped 
on a telephone and the recording was of poorer quality. The apparent affect is that because 
some of the words were lost in the processing of the material it was more difficult to pick out 
complete quotes for the presentation of the empirical results. Since the respondents have gone 
through the results from their interview the researcher is secure that this has not affected the 
interpretations in a significant way. 
 
The interview was conducted 15.15 to 16.00 on the 20 April, 2007. The interview was 
conducted by Hanna Björkstrand, Leo Hansson was taking notes and asking follow up 
questions and Lenitha Hansson was observing and making sure all areas were covered. It took 
the introduction to connect with the respondent, but then Brundin opened up to the 
researchers. Brundin gave a benevolent impression and carefully explained his views so that it 
was easy to understand for the researchers. 
 
Dragon Mining is one of two mining companies included in the project �E-services for the 
safe mining�. Anders Brundin was interviewed on recommendation from Anna Norberg and 
Annica Eklundh. Brundin�s insight in the project and as a representative of a relatively new 
mining company in the inland of Västerbotten made him a good second respondent to further 
the understanding of the project and get an insider-outsider perspective. Furthermore, Dragon 
Mining is an Australian company which means Brundin has knowledge of the experiences 
from the perspective of a foreign company. Brundin�s name has come up on several occasions 
during the process of writing this thesis, which would mean he is a central person in the area 
of study.   
 
The complete interview guide for Dragon Mining is to be found in Appendix II. 
 
2.9.3 LKAB, Sofia Waaranperä and Kenneth Nordström (Environmental Director and 

former Environmental Director) 
 
The interview with LKAB was conducted from a conference room at Umeå University at 9.00 
to approximately 9.45 on 2 May, 2007. It was a telephone interview handled by Leo Hansson, 
Hanna Björkstrand took notes and asked follow up questions and Lenitha Hansson was 
present as the observer with a controlling task. Sofia Waaranperä, as discussed with the 
researchers when booking the interview, brought her old superior, Kenneth Nordström, to 
help answering the questions. Waaranperä had held her current position a few months and was 
relatively new in the area and wanted to make certain the questions would be answered.  
 
It was the first time the three researchers conducted a telephone interview. It cannot be denied 
that information gotten by observing the responses of the interviewee is lost in a telephone 
interview. Moreover, it is difficult to know if the respondent has finished his or her answer or 
is still thinking about the question. The fact that there were two interviewees made the 
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situation more complex. In the absence of face-to-face contact it is more difficult for the 
researcher to connect and make the respondent feel secure. One possible advantage of the 
presence of two interviewees, in this case, could be that they could provide security to one 
another. A second advantage that came out from the presence of two respondents is more 
complete answers than one of them could have provided.  
 
Since the respondents had limited knowledge of the e-service the concept was described by 
the researchers to get a common ground.  
 
The suggestion to interview one of the two big Swedish mining companies, LKAB or 
Boliden, came from Brundin. He meant that since these companies had been sceptical towards 
participating in the project their view of the e-service is of interest and importance to the 
studies. Nordström suggested that the environmental committee of SveMin could be of 
interest for the study. The researchers followed up on this, but since the project has been in 
contact with SveMin already it was not considered a priority to interview them.  
 
The complete interview guide for Dragon Mining is to be found in Appendix III. 
 
2.9.4 The County Administrative Board in Västerbotten, Ylva Ågren (Environmental 

protection official) 
 
The interview with the Ylva Ågren at the County Administrative Board took place 2 May 
2007 at approximately 15.05 to 15.50 in a conference room in their office building. The 
interview was conducted by Hanna Björkstrand and Leo and Lenitha Hansson observed and 
asked follow up questions. Ågren was very accommodating and did her best to describe their 
work and to try to answer all questions asked. The respondent and the researchers connected 
well during the interview.  
 
Anna Norberg came with the suggestion to interview an authority for the study. Björkstrand 
thought the County Administrative Board a logical choice since they are the authority of 
supervision for the mining industry. She therefore contacted them for an interview. When 
interviewing Annica Eklundh, she also suggested this authority for an interview.  
 
The complete interview guide for the County Administrative Board in Västerbotten is to be 
found in Appendix IV. 
 
2.9.5 Blackstone Venture Corporation, Ricardo Lopez  
 
The contact at Georange, Lennart Gustavsson, provided by Zert was very helpful in providing 
the researchers with contact data to possible respondents from foreign companies in the 
region. The company that the researchers found could be of interest for the studies was 
Blackstone Venture Corporation. After three telephone calls and the same number of e-mails 
a telephone interview was booked with Ricardo Lopez. From 14.00 on 9 May, 2007, when the 
interview was supposed to take place to 15.10 the researchers rang Ricardo Lopes a number 
of times. Unfortunately the interviewee had not been able to answer and had failed in 
contacting the researchers to say that. It was not possible to book a new date for an interview 
before the deadline of the study. This interview could have provided further information about 
the viewpoint and situation of a foreign company. Nevertheless, this interest group is 
represented and included in the study by the interview with Anders Brundin from Dragon 
Mining.  
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The complete interview guide meant for Blackstone Venture Corporation is presented in 
Appendix V. It is included as an example of the interview questions translated into English.  
 
2.10 Processing of the materials 
 
According to Patton, a good interview also includes observations and nonverbal data can still 
be variable. This type of data may include reactions of the respondent, the place and what was 
occurring. These notes made directly after the interview are essential to understand the 
context and make reflections. To examine and elaborate on the notes while it is fresh in the 
mind of the interviewer assures that the data is reliable and that nothing is lost.41 The 
observations described in the above section are a result of discussions about the subjective 
experiences of the researchers after each interview.  
 
The processing of data is influenced by the preconceptions as well as how the materials are 
sorted42. Qualitative research aims to describe the overall situation or environment, not 
isolated variables. Materials can be classified according to the problem statement or important 
themes that have come up when reading through the results. This first step of reading through 
the interview transcripts will, according to Repstad, bring up ideas for the analysis.43 The 
empirical materials where sorted into themes that arose during the process of reading and re-
reading the results. The themes were rearranged until they formed a logical order to match the 
purpose and facilitate the analysis.  
 
The analysis was taking place continuously during the work. The final analysis is the 
summary of the thoughts that have come up during the work and a comparison of the 
interviews and the theoretical framework developed. 
 
2.11 Source criticism 
 
Source criticism is linked to a more positivistic view where straight facts are sought and less 
relevant or not empirically conclusive data is disregarded for a more scientific approach44. 
Nevertheless, Björkstrand finds it important to explain her choices of both theoretical and 
empirical sources and present possible effects these may have had on this study. Often a 
criticism of empirical sources is made but it is also valuable to critically review the theoretical 
framework45.  
 
2.11.1 Criticism of the theoretical sources  
 
The choice of which data is to be used in the study is determined both by where the search is 
made and what parts of the collected materials then are used46. As described above a broad 
information search was made in search for books, articles and internet sources in the area of 
study. Original sources have been used as far at possible to lessen the risk of misinterpretation 
and to acknowledge the innovators of different models and expressions. The articles are 
mainly picked from different scientific magazines. These types of articles have been through 

                                                
41 Patton, M. Q. (1987) pp. 139f 
42 Johansson-Lindfors, M. (1993) p. 147 
43 Repstad, P. (1993) p. 97 
44 Thurén, T. (1993) p. 16 
45 Johansson-Lindfors, M.(1993) p. 87 
46 Ibid p. 87 
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thorough controls and are considered reliable by the author. The internet sources may be 
considered less reliable, but these sources are mainly used in the introduction which means 
that they are not of great importance to the results of the study. Topicality is worth striving for 
why an effort has been made to try to pick recent materials. Books, although recently 
published, take more time to write than articles which is why information found in this type of 
source necessarily is older. However, the most of the books used in this thesis contain 
fundamental marketing and management concepts by renowned authors in this area, and 
should therefore be considered reliable.  
 
Although having done her outmost to find and use the most recent and prominent theories on 
topics relating to the studied area the researcher may have missed something due to the 
limitations of time and depth of the study. 
 
2.11.2 Criticism of the empirical sources 
 
The sample of respondents was selected mainly in a snowball sampling method, as described 
above. The author believes that, because this thesis was written on assignment, it is plausible 
that the people in the project have an insight in who could be of interest to the study.  
 
There is always a risk of research effects when people are the objects of study. Individuals 
may feel observed and change their behaviour or they may not open up to researcher in an 
interview situation. Possible research effects may be reduced if the researcher is a woman47. 
Women are in this situation seen as harmless which makes it easier for the respondent to open 
up to them. But the disadvantage could be that a female researcher may have difficulties 
blending in. The impact of these effects caused by gender are greatest in the own culture.48  
 
Mostly the respondents were open and accommodating, but there where a few miner problems 
in connecting to the interviewees. The nervousness could as mentioned before be explained 
by there being three researchers present at the interviews. Nevertheless, the interviews 
conducted by Björkstrand can possibly have benefited from her gender. The last interview 
with Ågren was the most relaxed and accommodating of all.  
 
The interviews were semi-structured. This method was used to encircle the areas of interest 
but not forget matters important to either of the theses. Because the study was explorative it 
would, of course, have been very limiting to have more structured interviews.  
 
A �principle of mercifulness� should always be applied when conducting interviews. That is, 
to interpret what is said as benevolently as possible and to believe the respondent to be 
reasonable given his or her viewpoint. The use of tape-recorder is recommended for the 
interviewer to be able to concentrate on what is said and to have complete documentations to 
go back to49. A tape-recorder was used in all cases but one, when the interview was recorded 
on a portable telephone. The interviews were carefully written out and the respondents were 
asked to read through the results to minimise the risk of misinterpretation.  

                                                
47 Repstad, P. (1993) p. 50 
48 Ibid p. 51 
49 Ibid p. 63 
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2.12 Truth criteria 
 
As said before the author does not believe in an absolute truth. Nevertheless, knowledge that 
is true in a certain context and from a chosen perspective attained. In this chapter Björkstrand 
has presented her viewpoint and the choices she made during the process this study for the 
reader to keep in mind when reading and assessing the work. Although, as stated in the very 
beginning of this chapter, �Bias tends to be unavoidable, no matter what precautions are 
taken.�50,the author in this last section of the chapter will explain what the choices she has 
made in the process have done to make the study more or less  valid, accurate and applicable. 
 
2.12.1 Validity 
 
Validity is to measure what is meant to be measured51. The validity is decided by the 
materials collected. In the context of a qualitative study this means whether the materials are 
adequate and involve the factors needed to explain the phenomenon or process and if there are 
a sufficient number of respondents interviewed52.  
 
Validity is strengthened with triangulation53. This have been done through the combination of 
interviews, observations and written material from the project owner. Moreover, the iterative 
approach, matching theoretical and empirical throughout the study and taking in new data into 
the process ensure validity is incorporated in the thesis work. Making sure the most 
interesting cases were interviewed, makes the materials sufficient for the study and thus high 
validity. 
 
2.12.2  Inter-subjectivity 
 
With high inter-subjectivity is meant that different parties can agree with the interpretations of 
the materials54. That is that the respondents, the presenter of the material, other researchers 
and people wanting to make practice of the findings, here the assigner, find it to be somewhat 
consistent with their view on the subject.  
 
To assure inter-subjectivity Björkstrand has asked the respondents to read the empirical 
material to assure that there is no obvious misunderstanding on part of the author. By taping 
the interviews, transcribing them and showing the transcripts to the respondents together with 
the results of the interviews distortion of information was limited. Furthermore, the fact that 
the four interviews performed in Swedish and then translated into English should not affect 
the meanings, since the material has been gone through by the interviewees themselves. On 
the other hand, an interactive view of this process also admits that the respondents this way 
would try to influence the work by providing additional information to put them in a more 
favorable light55. The author recognises that this study is no different in this area.  
 
The empirical material has been thoroughly discussed between the researchers to ensure that 
different perspectives are taken into concern. The researchers have also reviewed each others 
work to assure that the interpretations do not differ in significant areas. Finally a few persons, 

                                                
50 Lundin, R. A. and Wirdenius, H. (1990) p. 132 
51 Thurén, T. (1993) p. 22 
52 Johansson-Lindfors, M.(1993) p. 165 
53 Ibid p. 166 
54 Ibid p. 166 
55 Lundin, R. A. and Wirdenius, H. (1990) p. 129 
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not involved in the study, have been asked to review the thesis to see if they find the results 
and interpretations believable. The author means that she with this approach has reached a 
high level of inter-subjectivity in her work.  
 
2.12.3 Practical applicability 
 
Practical applicability is whether the results are useful for others56. Since this study was made 
on assignment it has a strong base in reality. The findings will be useful for the assigner, the 
project, to see what the potential customers� perceived needs are regarding the �E-service for 
safe mining projects�. It is also possible that the results can be used by other parties of the 
mining industry and that may have interests in the area.  
 
Since the results are backed by a sound theoretical framework the results may also be valuable 
to organisations and businesses in other areas that are creating a similar e-service. The work 
being of an explorative nature may also be of use as a basis for further studies. Examples of 
plausible future studies are to be found in the very last section of the thesis.  
 
The reader has now been provided with all the bits and pieces necessary to evaluate the work. 
Chapter three holds the theoretical framework that will be useful in the analysis of the study.  
 

                                                
56 Johansson-Lindfors, M. (1993) p. 167  
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

he service sector stands for more than 50% of the economy in most developing 
countries and approximately 70% of the GDP in many developed countries. Most of 
the new jobs are to be found in this sector, which holds a great variety of 
commodities. In this chapter the reader will be introduced to what constitutes a 

service and the significance of new technologies. Furthermore, a model to determine the 
structure of product-markets is presented. Throughout the chapter a customer-oriented view 
is present and the needs of the customer are central.  
 
3.1 �something which can be bought and sold, but which you cannot drop on your 

foot�57 
 
It is not very easy to describe what a service is. According to Zeihaml et al services are deeds, 
processes and performances58. Service businesses can be everything from international 
organisations to small local actors, governments and non-profit organisations. Lovelock et al 
provide a number of examples including airlines, banking, insurance, telecommunications, 
hotel chains, restaurants, taxis, opticians, fast food, bookkeeping, publications, recruitment, 
office cleaning, administration, hospital care, museums and universities etc. Even businesses 
that have a physical core product, such as developing photos, can add value for their 
customer, for example speed and customisation, and call themselves a service business.59  
 
The main characteristic of a service is that it is intangible, with or without tangible elements. 
For the customer this means that he or she cannot obtain permanent ownership of the 
service.60 Goods are often said to be tangible, standardised, and non-perishable and with 
production separated from consumption while services are intangible, heterogeneous, and 
perishable with simultaneous production and consumption61. But, the line between goods and 
services is not easily drawn. There are few �pure goods� or �pure services� instead there is a 
spectrum of more or less tangible goods and services62, a spectrum also applicable to the three 
other attributes mentioned, illustrated below in Figure 1. 
 

                                                
57 McLauglin, C. P. (1996) pp. 17-39 
58 Zeithaml, V. A., Bitner, M. J. and Gremler, D. D. (2006) p. 4 
59 Lovelock, C., Vandermerwe, S. and Lewis, B. (1999) p. 9 
60 Ibid pp.16f 
61 Parasuraman, A., Zeithaml, V.A. and Berry, L.L. (1985) pp.41-50  
62 Zeithaml, V. A., Bitner, M. J. and Gremler, D. D. (2006) p. 6 
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Figure 1: The Tangibility Spectrum 63 
 

 
 
 
Services can be divided into four different service processes depending on the service at hand. 
There are people processing such as transportation or hairdressing, possession processing into 
which cleaning services fit, mental stimulus processing such as music concerts or education 
and lastly there is information processing which holds services like banking and consulting64. 
The most intangible form of service production is information. But, although information 
based service processes can intangible, the service can be transformed into more tangible 
forms such as reports, discs, books and letters. 65 The entry and development of computers 
was ground-breaking for information processing. In most information processing services 
personal contact is unnecessary and relationships built on trust have by experience been 
created successfully.66 The lack of necessity for physical contact, which comes with self-
service technologies, means that the customer may consume the service whenever he or she 
pleases, which is convenient and efficient for the consumer67 68.  
 
3.2 The internet is �one big service� 69 
 
The information flow on the internet that is available to every Tom, Dick and Harry has been, 
as stated before, the starting point to the information economy. Many advantages for 
companies have emerged with the internet. Companies can reach over wider geographical 
areas at all times, at greater speed and lesser costs, customise and personalise offerings.70 One 
of the larger companies on the internet is amazon.com, but there are a variety of services 
offered on the internet from bank transactions, health and medical information et cetera71. The 
terms e-commerce and e-business are often used to explain the characteristics of the newly 
emerged market place. These terms are defined by the American Marketing Association as ‘‘a 

                                                
63 Shostack, L. G. (1977) pp. 73-80 
64 Lovelock, C., Vandermerwe, S. and Lewis, B. (1999) p. 35 
65 Ibid pp. 34 and 37 
66 Ibid pp. 37f 
67 Zeithaml, V. A., Bitner, M. J. and Gremler, D. D. (2006) p. 16 
68 Lovelock, C. , Vandermerwe, S. and Lewis, B. (1999) p. 38 
69 Zeithaml, V. A., Bitner, M. J. and Gremler, D. D. (2006) p. 18 
70 Kotler, P. and Keller, K. L. (2006) p. 17 
71 Zeithaml, V. A., Bitner, M. J. and Gremler, D. D. (2006) p. 13 
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wide variety of Internet-based business models. Typically, an e-commerce strategy incorporates 
various elements of the marketing mix to drive users to a web site for the purpose of purchasing a 
product or service’’.72 Information technology (IT) can, expressed in broad terms, be to 
electronically control, store, convert, display, protect, manage, receive and transmit data or 
information. All products offered on the internet are basically information, customer service 
or facilitation of transactions, which means they are services. Consequently, services 
marketing and management tools, concepts and strategies are applicable to all internet, or if 
you will - e-business, outcomes.73 That means that for example the 4Ps (or how many they 
are) of the marketing mix, segmentation of markets and service recovery strategies all are 
directly applicable.  
 
Marketing a service is considered more difficult than marketing a product. A product can be 
sold even though the buyer does not have a pressing need, a service most often cannot74.  
Services, as said above, often require the presence of the customer, like at the hairdresser. 
Thus, marketing a service may just be keeping the company name in front of potential 
customers75. Information based services as stated above are amongst the most intangible 
products and so are consulting services as illustrated in Figure 1. These types of services 
cannot be actively sold to a customer without a present need but it is still possible to gain an 
understanding of their problems. This is important, because not having the abilities to solve 
their problems means that the service will not be sold. Clients of today, whether businesses or 
consumers have a great number of options to solve their problems, and service businesses 
need to recognise that. The customers are more demanding than ever and demand a 
meticulous understanding of their needs and wants and how to meet them. In spite of that 
many firms accumulate customers to whom they then fit services to meet their needs. This 
random growth strategy is not recommended. Moreover, the delivered service is more 
important to the customer that the personal relationship.76 
 
In the introduction was mentioned that information and knowledge are characteristic for the 
societies of today. Knowledge is organised in different types of media, expert systems, stored 
in data banks, and in the form of digital expertise. Multinational organisations and 
governments are large consumers of knowledge. Because of rationalisations in many 
companies there are not enough people left in the organisation and therefore they need 
knowledge services to a larger extent than before. These services could be offered by 
consultants or in a virtual form, in the era of e-commerce.77 
 
3.3 The Market place  
 
Fundamental in marketing concepts are the understanding of the needs, wants and demands of 
the market. It is said that putting customer needs in the centre is the key to competitive 
strength78. Needs are general in their expression and become wants when directed to a specific 
product that will fulfil the need. Demand is a want for an explicit product combined with the 
ability to pay. Everyone in a market cannot be satisfied by a single product. Therefore, 

                                                
72 www.marketingpower.com 
73 Zeithaml, V. A., Bitner, M. J. and Gremler, D. D. (2006) p. 18 
74 Aquila, A. J. (2004) pp. 8f 
75 Ibid pp. 8f 
76 Ibid pp. 8f 
77 Evers, H.-D. and Menkhoff, T. (2004) pp. 123-135 
78 Cravens, D. W. and Piercy, N. F. (2006) p. 74 
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segmentation of the market is called for, to identify customer groups and then aim at target 
markets.79  
 
Markets are increasingly complex; they are interconnected and rapidly changing, which 
makes it difficult to understand market structure. This is due to the rapid development of new 
technologies, globalisation through internet access and the variance in potential customer�s 
preferences. Analysing emerging technologies, evaluating the changes in competition and 
keeping up with the shifts in consumers� preferences is a tough job and makes it difficult to 
encircle target markets.80 
 
There are many different ways to define markets and as just said they are changing rapidly. 
Markets only exist when there are customers with needs and the ability to buy products, and 
the products are there to satisfy their need81. Products-markets are defined through connecting 
the consumer�s need with the product benefits, and thus recognises the definition of a market. 
Customers that have needs and wants buy the benefits of a product to satisfy the organisation 
or the individual person. Demand is the ability and willingness to buy, a certain good or 
service. 82 
 
A product-market exists when there is a match between people with needs and the product 
benefits that satisfy those needs. The people must also have a use situation that the product 
can satisfy. Product benefits and the needs of customers are brought together in a product-
market, consequently there is a demand. People have different ways to satisfy their needs and 
therefore different products and brands are substitutes. The closer the substitutability of other 
products the more direct is the competition. All products that are substitutable, either one-way 
or to each other, should be included in the product-market. The positioning of a certain 
product or brand in the product-market, and also controls and evaluations of the position can 
be used to decide targeting and positioning strategies for the product.83 
 
3.3.1 An approach to determine product-markets 
 
When mapping the product-market it is paramount to be broad enough and include all 
relevant product groups that are competing for the same consumer needs. Before beginning to 
determine the scope of the product-markets there are three things to think about. The first is to 
identify the buyers in the product-market. Secondly look at the market size and its features 
and thirdly include the product categories competing for the needs of the buyers.84  
 
The first step in determining the structure of a product-market is to determining what needs 
and wants the product fulfils. Then, consider that people have very different ways or 
satisfying their generic needs the generic product-markets are mostly heterogeneous with 
different groups of interest groups and various products. The last step is to identify the 
specific product-markets, which can be different brands or totally different products satisfying 
the need. See Figure 2 below.85 
 

                                                
79 Kotler, P. and Keller, K. L. (2006) p. 24 
80 Cravens, D. W. and Piercy, N. F. (2006) p. 71 
81 Ibid p. 74 
82 Ibid pp. 73f 
83 Ibid pp. 74f 
84 Ibid p. 75 
85 Ibid p. 76 
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Figure 2: Determining the Structure of a Product-Market86 
 

 
 
 
The market can change rapidly; new technologies provide customers with novel ways of 
satisfying their needs. Therefore, the foundation of selecting products to be included into the 
product market is the identification of needs. Any of the alternative services in the product 
market is a possible competitor. Limits of the product market should be strategically 
determined to seize the opportunities and avoid potential threats. Industry classification often 
has a product supply and not a customer demand orientation and is often not sufficient for a 
market analysis.87 
 
3.3.2 Using the model to profile the customers 
 
To, despite market complexity, get to identify the needs and then the product-markets it helps 
to think in terms of function, technology and customer segment. Function, is what the product 
does, the use situations. Technology is the design and material or in the case of a service 
product it is the means by which the service is provided. As mentioned before, a product, 
good or service, cannot satisfy the specific need for all potential customers, segmentation is, 
hence, called for.88 
 
The end-users are the most important customers to identify, it is their needs and wants that 
determine the buy. This is why it is important to mention that after determining the product-
market the buyers would be next. Profiling the customers it is of importance to identify 
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external and also environmental factors that may influence the customers� demand. To make 
customer profiles the model determining product-markets, Figure 2, can be used. The starting 
point now is the second step the generic product-market. Now this step is used to determine 
the general features and the composition of the customer base. The third step in the model 
looks at more specific customer characteristics. To make profiles of the customers facilitates 
strategic decision making when it comes to targeting, positioning and segmentation.89 
 
3.4 The customer 
 
Consumers do their outmost to maximise the value90. Goods and services are bought to meet 
specific needs and evaluation of the outcome is based on the expectations91. The perceived 
value is the difference between what is given and what is gotten92. 
 
Satisfaction is the difference between what is expected and what is gotten. It is a subjective 
feeling which is an evaluation of the product based on previous experience.93 The consumers 
of today are less satisfied that for just a decade ago. There are several factors that can explain 
this, a few of them are presented here. One underlying reason is that customer expectations 
are higher because of having experienced excellent service before. It is also difficult to deliver 
high-quality services and many fail. Technology-based services are difficult to implement and 
yet another underlying reason is that self-service and technology-based services are perceived 
less service due to the lack of human interaction.94 
 
The expectation of what is a good service is individual. The service quality is the difference 
between what the customers perceived the service was against what they expected to receive. 
Previous experience as a customer of the same or a similar service product is the main source 
that has an effect on people�s expectations. If a customer does not have relevant experience 
the expectation can be based on factors like advertising or word-of-mouth. There are also 
cultural and social differences of expectations. Expectations of government services are lower 
than those of private companies in many countries. 95 What is described in this paragraph, and 
illustrated in Figure 3, is the customer gap. It is imperative that a service provider closes this 
gap.96 
 

Figure 3: The Customer Gap97 
 

 
To be able to close the customer gap, there are four provider gaps that need to be closed. The 
first of the four provider gaps is the gap between customer expectations and the providers 
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understanding of what they are. To close the gap, it is important that the provider researches 
the market and that information from employees with customer contact gets to the managers. 
Other reasons for the gap could be lack of market segmentation and the not enough is done to 
retain customers and to handle complaints.98 
 
The second gap is the difference between the understanding of customer expectations and a 
development of customer driven service design and standards. This chapter begun with saying 
that services are difficult to describe because they are intangible. To keep the second gap 
sealed it is essential that everyone involved in developing a new service work with the same 
concept designing the service and that these concepts are based on customer needs and 
expectations.99 
 
If the customer driven service design and standards have been developed according to the 
rules but there are not sufficient resources to back them up � this is provider gap three. The 
service delivery has to match the standards or they will not match customer expectation. The 
people, system and technology have to be there. Apart from the part of the service controlled 
by the provider, the other interest groups may be the cause of gap three. The part the 
intermediaries, which have customer contact, play cannot be underestimated, but the customer 
also have a role in this; by for example affecting other customers.100 
 
The last gap to look out for is not matching performance to promises. Communicating 
promises to the customers can be done through for examples advertisement and sales 
personal, and if either channel over promises there is a gap. Companies often fail to educate 
customers to use the services correctly, which may be the cause to the gap. Furthermore, the 
issue of pricing services, that pricing techniques for services are complex and that the 
customers most often do not have the knowledge to compare prices may cause discrepancies, 
gap four.101 
 
The theoretical framework has now come full circle, beginning and ending with the 
difficulties caused by the intangibility of a service and the necessity to meet the needs and 
wants of the customer. The next step is to go into the empirical part, the results from the 
interviews.  
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4 RESULTS FROM THE INTERVIEWS 
 

n this chapter the results from the interviews will be presented. Qualitative studies are 
often made up of comprehensive and nuanced information. This can make it difficult for 
both the researcher and the reader not to drown in all the detail. The researcher�s job, 
because she is more familiar with the material, is to facilitate for the reader by 

illustrating the important parts and structuring the information.102  
 
Because the respondents were selected mainly through a snowball sampling method, with the 
help of information gathered in the process and in previous interviews, it is logical to present 
them in chronological order. The interviews are divided into important themes. The researcher 
has attempted to follow the same structure as far as possible, to facilitate for the reader. 
Everything that is not referenced in this chapter is taken directly from the raw material of the 
interviews.  
 
4.1 Zert AB, Annica Eklundh - Managing Director (MD) 
 
Annica Eklundh is joint owner and managing director Zert AB. Eklundh�s educational 
background is a master of science in business administration. She has been with the company 
since 1995 and has held her current position the last three years.  
 
Zert AB core business is safety issues and industrial risk assessment and their main customers 
are within the paper industry.  
 
4.1.1 Background to the project 
 
Frank Hedestig at Zert AB, put together a first application in one day for a Vinnova 
competition to receive research funding for a project within the area of public e-services in 
private companies. Later a project application took form. Zert�s contribution was a proposal 
for an e-service for safe mining. Eklundh thinks that there where about 40-50 companies 
applying for the funds, and Zert�s application was selected in May 2006. The funding given is 
for a three year long research project, and up until now it consists of a pre-study.  
 
Zert had no previous experience in the mining industry. Their understanding of issues of 
safety is based on their vast experience from other industrial areas, mainly the paper industry. 
These industries are similar when it comes to laws and regulations concerning, for example, 
requirements of documented risk assessment, the difference being that the mining industry is 
more complex. Eklundh estimates that there are around 30 directives in this area only, and 
that all of them affect the mining industry.  
 
The aim of the project is to create an e-service to support and facilitate the start up, running 
and discontinuation of a mine. The life circle of a mine is said to be 10-15 years and each 
phase from prospecting to discontinuation has its specific problem areas, according to 
Eklundh.   
 
The assignment for this Vinnova project is to construct a prototype and a pilot. The pilot will 
be tested with the Municipalities involved, the County Administrative Board of Västerbotten 
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(Länsstyrelsen), the Authority for Occupational Safety and Health (Arbetsmiljöverket) and 
mining companies. Not until then will it be possible to see what is achievable in the actual 
making of a product.  
 
To be considered for this type of Vinnova project one must have a well established network of 
interest groups and scientists that will join the project. The Municipality of Lycksele is the 
project and Zert is product owner in the project. Other parties in this project are the 
Municipalities in the region, two mining companies, the Georange association, the Authority 
for Occupational Safety and Health and research teams and other units from Umeå University. 
Vinnova funding stand for half the project costs and the other parties� match that with a 
corresponding amount in time, money, or services.103 
 
4.1.2 The E-service 
 
The service should be directed towards helping the future customers to find information and 
get a transparency in the process of documents going through the system. The e-service will 
contain a search engine. What they are doing now is looking at the possibilities to create a 
competent electronic civil servant that is able to answer and deliver accurate information. 
Knowing that if the information is not accurate enough the customer may risk incarceration or 
to be sued for damages. 
 
There is no mission statement put down on paper but the main idea for this service product is 
to deliver aid or support services to make a mine safe for people, animals and property.   
 
Annica Eklundh means that since this primarily is a research project it is impossible to say yet 
what the vision for the product will be. �A vision ought to be created from the knowledge 
base gained from the research not the other way around.� 
 
4.1.3 Expectations of the E-service 
  
�We believe it possible to gather information and make it easy to find through certain 
techniques that make it possible to manage large amounts of data.�  
 
4.1.4 Reliability of an E-service 
 
Annica Eklundh means it is of use for Zert to know what kind of resistance there might be 
towards the �E-service for safe mining projects�. If it would feel less reliable to get the 
information from an e-service than from a human being, especially since this is a complex 
service. Eklundh suggests that this is a question of reliability. 
 
If the potential customers are not ready to trust information from an e-service that could be an 
obstacle to the success of the �E-service for safe mining projects�, Eklundh thinks. Even some 
of the people involved in the project representing different interest groups believe it difficult 
to rely on this e-service. Eklundh believes it differs between individuals if they find electronic 
information reliable or feel that the information from a human being is more trustworthy. But 
then again, would officials be willing to give out their information in written form or are they 
making informed guesses sometimes and should not be relied on to always give the accurate 
information? 
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4.1.5 Needs 
 
The needs and problem areas in the different phases of a mine life cycle was not known to 
Zert before, but have been researched during the past year. �It is foremost a need to get the 
right information�, says Annica Eklundh. Many authorities are involved, among these the 
Municipalities, and in addition to their requirements there are the state laws. For the mining 
companies this means a lot of information to gather. Zert has seen that in a second stage there 
is a need for a restructuring of information within the authorities to facilitate a search made 
with new technologies.  
 
The problem the mining companies have expressed is that it is difficult to understand the 
structure of the Swedish system since the authorities are isolated islands that do not need to 
agree with each other. The Swedish authorities have a self governing that is unique and differ 
from other nations. We have a division of public authorities that is difficult to understand 
coming from the outside. �Obviously they think this is perturbing� 
 
To have full transparency, be able to follow paper work through the system, and get access to 
it the minute it is back on their table would mean a lot to the companies and would save time, 
effort and money. This would be worth a lot of money, for the companies and Eklundh 
believes that the companies would profit so much they would be willing to pay good money 
for this service.  
 
4.1.6  The potential customers and their perceived needs  
 
The big, old, Swedish mining companies took on the role as builders of society. And LKAB is 
as involved in their mining operations as they are in the good of the town of Kiruna, says 
Eklundh. �The mining companies of today are considerably different from our known mining 
companies, Boliden and LKAB.�  
 
New mining companies can consist of 4-8 people, the branch that is sent out to start up the 
mine. They can have up to 40-50 subcontractors that drill, carry, build reservoirs et cetera. 
The only thing these new companies do is to operate the mine. This leads to difficulties in 
knowing who bears the judicial responsibility in different processes. Eklundh says that the 
mining company many times is in charge of coordinating the processes but the subcontractors 
are equally responsible from a legal point of view.   
 
�There are a large number of foreign companies involved in this developing mining 
industry.� For the foreign mining companies it is not easy to understand where to get the 
information, what legislations are applicable, what to do and when to do it �To understand 
our way of dealing with issues�, says Eklundh.   
 
Annica Eklundh sees many possible entrances to this e-service and many different groups 
have an interest in this type of service. �No, this is an e-service and does not have one single 
focus.�, Eklundh states. �It is a question of packaging the service in a way that the different 
customer groups can use the information from their viewpoint.� The e-service is what could 
be said to be a body of intelligent knowledge and is general in its design for the interest 
groups to find the information they want.  
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The mining companies have �a need to get the right information�, Eklundh says, and the 
foreign companies cannot, the way it is now, get this information in English. Landowners 
have an interest in keeping themselves informed on what mining companies are prospecting 
or have taken out a mining-concession on their land. Therefore, one customer group could be 
the municipalities that could feel obliged to make this service obtainable.  
 
Other possible customers may be the County Administrative Board and The authority for 
Occupational Safety and Health that wants to become more efficient. The Authority for 
Occupational Safety and Health have started to rationalise their work and will lose 
approximately 50 % of their resources, which means that they will not be able to provide the 
services they have today in the future. 
 
Eklundh means that the potential customers for this e-service, should it come into use, would 
be the authorities and the mining companies. Yet, this is one of the areas in which Zert still 
lacks sufficient understanding of their potential customers� perceived needs �We don�t know 
the benefits for the customers� 
 
4.1.7 Substitutes to the E-service; �the competitors� 
 
Eklundh can see two possible options for the mining companies to acquire the information 
required. The first alternative would be the traditional way. The companies get hold of the 
information needed by picking up the phone and calling all the different authorities involved, 
they send e-mails and search the internet. They search information, collect materials, hire a 
translator, interpret the law, and then decide what to do. �We are not talking about little boys 
with braces and shovels; in fact these are mining companies far bigger than LKAB and 
Boliden. The ones coming here are giants in the mining industry and they know mining but 
they don�t understand the Swedish system.� 
 
The second alternative available is to hire a consultant to do this. But Eklundh do not think 
there is one consultant that can handle all the different areas. They would have to know 
everything from issues of occupational safety and health to environmental issues and the right 
of use of the land for the reindeer industry and the connection between legislation and mining 
operations. Eklundh thinks that what they can do is to help the companies to find out where to 
direct their questions and where to find specific information. 
 
The competition to the �E-service for safe mining projects� may be the difference between 
what a consultant can do and what the e-service has capacity to hold. Included here would be 
the risk of potential customers not finding information from an e-service reliable.  
 
The final possibility of competition to this e-service could maybe be other technologies. 
Eklundh does not know of any other e-services, existing or under development, in this area. �I 
don�t think we would have been given the funding if that was the case.� , Eklundh concludes 
 
4.1.8 Who would pay and for what? 
 
Most commercialised e-services of today are financed by someone else than the customer. 
Many of them seem to be financed by advertisement and that would probably not be 
appreciated when it comes to an official public e-service, Eklundh means. It would probably 
be considered unethical, she continues, which is why it is something that needs to be thought 
about. The question of financing semi-public services is a difficult one to solve. The different 
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interest groups have discussed this in an open seminar. And the only thing they could agree on 
was that it is an interesting question.  
 
Annica Eklundh sees a great variety in the ability and will to pay for this service and a 
considerable difference in customer value to different potential customer groups. Zert would 
sell the e-service when it is a completed product.  A mining company has to hand in different 
kinds of reports to the County Administrative Board. To write such a report could take 
everything from an hour up to three months. If this e-service would help a company to create 
a report in half the time, months of working hours could be saved and this could also mean 
starting up earlier and thus they would save a lot of time and lower their costs.  
 
�I would also imagine that an authority would be interested to pay�, Eklundh continues. 
Eklundh does not think landowners and the reindeer industry could be expected to pay for 
information about what is going to happen on their land. The authorities, municipalities 
included, have to provide this information in some way. By buying the completed e-service 
they could deliver the information for a lower cost and in a better, more standardised way. 
 
4.2 Dragon Mining, Anders Brundin - Director of Environment and Safety issues 
 
Brundin is currently the Director of Environment and Safety in the mine in Svartliden, where 
he has been working since November 2003. He was one of the people starting up the mine 
from the beginning and has also together with a consultant made a preliminary plan for the 
aftercare. Anders Brundin is a professor at Linköping University where he lectures process 
optimisation including experimental design and multivariate analysis. Brundin started his 
academic life at Umeå University with a Doctor�s degree in Chemistry. He is very content 
with having one foot in the industry and the other in the academic world.  
 
Dragon Mining, the company operating the mine in Svartliden, is to 80% owned by an 
Australian company, Dragon Mining Limited, in Perth. The remaining 20% is owned by the 
three amateur geologists that found the stones, took out a mining-claim and later test-drilled. 
Dragon Mining bought, what was then, Viking Gold in 1999. Next the extensive analysis and 
description of environmental consequences was made and a number of licences and 
permissions were obtained to finally get the permission to start up 28 August in 2003.   
 
4.2.1 Joining the project 
 
Brundin does not really remember how he came to join the Vinnova funded project �E-service 
for safe mining projects�. But, it was in the very first stage of the project in the process of 
writing the application, which Brundin helped creating. Anna Norberg, who is the project 
leader now, Umeå University, Zert AB and some others were already involved and they 
contacted the local mines, Lappland Goldminers and Dragon Mining.  
 
Anders Brundin is the one person that has been in the mining industry of the region from the 
very beginning. He was part of the start up as the first or one of the first mining companies 
that had to follow the new environmental act. Brundin has also experienced the culture shock 
between English and Swedish organisational culture, and the complexities of language 
barriers, translating between the company and authorities that refuse to speak English. His 
experience made it self-evident that Brundin should be the contact person from Dragon 
Mining. Brundin is now also an expert in the Senior Advisory Board. 
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4.2.2 The E-service 
 
Brundin can see two main aspects of what the e-service could help with. The first would be a 
search engine with the possibility to search on whole concepts, not just words. The e-service 
would be an information channel with particulars on new laws and regulations. The second 
would be transparency, an ability to follow an application or other documents through and 
between different authorities.   
 
Lastly, the e-service would include a translation service, at least into English. Because this e-
service is connected to practical applications Brundin do not think it will feel like a virtual 
world.  
 
4.2.3 Expectations of the E-service 
 
The e-service should hopefully be constructed to bridge over all the difficulties Brundin 
amongst others have met. Before, the authorities were out more in the field informing about 
regulations and permits. Nowadays there is nobody to tell you where to begin and what the 
terms are. It is up to the individual or the company to find out what permissions and licences 
are required to for example, store flammable chemicals. The new environmental law and a 
new law about protection against accidents were introduced in the new millennium. Brundin 
says that it has been difficult to know where to get information, to find out what authorities to 
contact and to get all the details needed. To know what information to look for one has to be 
knowledgeable in the area. He means that he has done this process the hard way.  
 
Anders Brundin means that there are two different aspects that he expects the e-service to 
fulfil. The first would be to facilitate for the companies to discover changes in laws and 
regulations. The second is the ability to follow documents through, within and between 
different authorities and not having to call and disturb their work.  
 
When writing in a word or a phrase, Brundin also hopes that the intelligent electronic service 
will have the ability ask for further information, if needed, to answer and give the accurate 
information. This is very important. 
 
4.2.4 Reliability of an E-service 
 
Regarding the reliability of the e-service Brundin argues that one has to be careful. But, he 
says, it is relatively easy to check that all information is there, that the regulation is the right 
one and that the text is relevant.  
 
The international companies, with no knowledge of the Swedish system, would be able to 
write their English terminology and get information. But, they would also need to double 
check if there is anything they have missed or to get the regulations translated into English.  
 
4.2.5 Needs 
 
There is a need for this kind of e-service in the mining industry. The main difficulty is to 
know what you look for one need to have that information to start with. One can keep updated 
through a number of different channels but it is difficult not to miss something. For example, 
last summer it was decided that you need to take a course to be permitted to raise and take 
down a scaffold. How are you supposed to know to look for that kind of information?, 
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Brundin asks. It is easy to google or to go into the webpage of The Authority for Occupational 
Safety and Health and put in a search on scaffold, but then you would have to know to do that.  
 
Beginning mining operations first there is the description of environmental consequences to 
write. Then there are a number of risk analysis to make and reports to write on these. There 
are also security reports to write when handling a certain amount of toxic chemicals, which is 
due six months before the start up. On top of this the European Union has come out with a 
new waste directive. These are some of the things to know at the very start for the company to 
be able to get paperwork back as quickly as possible and then plan the work. For non-
European companies to understand, for example, that many new directives and laws that 
apply in Sweden come directly from the European Union is even more difficult.  
 
�There is the whole series of authorities from the local mining-inspector and everything.�, 
Nordström continuous. How will they know to turn to local mining-inspectors� office to apply 
for prospecting? Often there is a Swedish company that prospects an area, but there are many 
foreign companies coming in that do not have a Swedish equivalent, but a European subgroup 
that is part of the prospecting project. In these cases it would be good to have this e-service 
that notifies you that the mining-inspector is where you turn.  
 
4.2.6  The potential customers and their perceived needs 
 
Brundin sees a need for this e-service for both the authorities and the industry. It would 
facilitate for the authorities. And for the companies the ability to see and follow paperwork 
through different authorities could save time in the process. In a practical case what is most 
difficult is to know what information to look for. An example could be the application for a 
licence to store flammable chemicals. To apply one needs to get in contact the local rescue 
service and together with them apply for a licence at the state rescue service. Should that 
licence take to long to get it is possible to get a temporary licence from the local rescue 
service.  If there is no transparency how could you know these things?, Brundin asks.  
 
Particularly foreign companies would need this e-service, because they do not know the 
Swedish conditions and there are both a language- and a cultural barrier. This means they 
cannot understand how strict the Swedish system is with our National Environment Protection 
Board and our Municipalities.  
 
LKAB and Boliden have been a bit sceptical and have not wanted to join the project. They 
probably think they have all the knowledge they need but �Knowledge is never static, one has 
to remember that.� Brundin thinks that the two large and old Swedish mining companies also 
could gain from the e-service. These large companies also go through the whole process of 
making new establishments and building dams et cetera. �If, there are new regulations 
coming in they would also know, they have to find out the same things as us that are newly 
established� Their representatives in SveMin have also expressed that they sometimes do not 
get all information about new laws and regulations. Of course they have a lot of people 
finding information, but the e-service would make the search for information more efficient 
and thus less people would be needed. Brundin says that Dragon Mining absolutely could use 
this e-service. �Especially because we can cut down on staff, we don�t need to employ so 
many just for this task.�  
 
The e-service would be directed towards new establishments, but also full production and 
aftercare, and all mines go through these different stages, even LKAB and Boliden.  
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4.2.7 Substitutes to the E-service; �the competitors� 
 
We subscribe to an electronic service by the National Environment Protection Board where 
new directions and laws are published. Also when the different authorities come to carry out 
regular inspections they sometimes inform us about new regulations, says Brundin. To get 
information you depend on having good channels. Information channels can also be found 
through representing the company in SveMin (the Association of Mines, Mineral and Metal 
Producers in Sweden) and their committees, like GRAMKO (the work environment 
committee for the mine and mineral industry).  
 
Dragon Mining has about 40 employees and counting the entrepreneurs, the double. Brundin 
says that he expects large organisations like LKAB and Boliden to have a special group of 
people to follow up on laws and regulations regularly. When it comes to foreign companies 
entering the Swedish market they probably first send somebody to orientate themselves. 
 
Consultants cost money and it sometimes hard to get a hold of them, says Brundin; they are in 
a meeting or something else. So it may be problematic to get in contact with them when you 
need information quickly.  
 
As it is now one has to have basic knowledge of how things work with different laws, 
regulations, authorities, the industry, licences, et cetera. But even with the e-service you need 
some basic knowledge. �One would need the basic knowledge plus the e-service.� �One 
needs to know that much about the environmental laws and the Swedish system, to be able to 
use the e-service in a sensible way.�, Brundin believes.  
 
Google is a probable competitor, except for the search function it is possible to translate into 
understandable English at the site. Brundin says that he uses Google to find information on 
the internet; otherwise he makes searches on the web pages of the various authorities. He is 
sure there will be more and more of these e-services, looking at how quickly Google has 
developed from nothing. Vinnova has a programme for e-services and besides this one they 
have a number of e-service projects running in other areas. It has been a rapid development 
and it is becoming easier and easier to use electronic services.  
 
4.2.8 Who would pay and for what? 
 
Brundin says that some kind of subscription on the e-service could be thinkable. Using the e-
service would have to be put into relation to just having Google and the time and the effort 
saved by not having to call around to different authorities. These two options would have to 
be compared and valued.  
 
4.3 LKAB, Sofia Waaranperä and Kenneth Nordström � Environmental Director and 

former Environmental Director 
 
Sofia Waaranperä has worked at LKAB since 2004, as a project leader at the department for 
environmental issues. She has worked a lot with issues around permits, has written 
descriptions of environmental consequences and applied for permits and licences. Since 
January she is replacing her current superior, who is on mother's leave. This means that she is 
a substitute Environmental Director since a few months back.  
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Kenneth Nordström is part of the inventory at LKAB, he says. He has been employed at the 
company since 1976. Nordström was in the first class getting a degree in mining engineering 
at Luleå University of Technology. After that, he says, he worked with mining until 1989 
when he started at the department for environmental issues. First he was employed as 
environmental engineer and in 1993 he became the Environmental Director at LKAB. In the 
summer of 2005 he changed seats and is currently working with pollution rights of carbon 
dioxide and energy issues still at the department for environmental issues. 
 
In the organisation of LKAB the department for environmental issues is a sub department of 
quality unit, the so called TQM. The manager of this entity is the Director of Quality. The 
other sub departments to TQM are the purchasing department, the department for total quality 
and the IT department, some laboratories, mining legislation issues, and a person handling 
scanning surrounding business environment. Out of the circa 3000 people at LKAB, there are 
about 200 people working in the TQM entity and out of these there are 10-12 employees at 
the department for environmental issues. There is another department working for 
occupational safety and health at LKAB.  
 
4.3.1 The E-service 
 
Nordström has heard of the project �E-service for safe mining projects�, but just enough to 
recognise the project name.  
 
4.3.2 Expectations of the E-service 
 
Both Nordström and Waaranperä would expect that the e-service were updated. This is very 
important. 
 
4.3.3 Reliability of an E-service 
 
Nordström does not believe the reliability to be a problem. Waaranperä means that you would 
probably get a feel for if the service is accurate and updated when you are using it. Kenneth 
Nordström also says that as it is now they do trust their news letters to be true and reliable. 
And Waaranperä continues to say that one would use different sources parallelly and quickly 
get a grip of the reliability of the e-service.  
 
4.3.4  The potential customers and their perceived needs  
 
To get all laws and regulations assembled in one service and to be able to follow documents 
through different authorities would be interesting parts of the e-service, thinks Waaranperä. It 
may also be useful when making descriptions of environmental consequences that the e-
service would list what to think about in specific cases, for example a water errand. What to 
include in specific cases when making a description of environmental consequences.  
 
Nordström can see that the e-service would be particularly useful to them in times of change, 
when changing people and recruiting new staff for example. �At a time like that, naturally, it 
may be very good for us to be able to point to certain web pages or certain e-services.�, he 
says. 
 
But an e-service would not really simplify the work for LKAB; it is more about resources and 
when it comes to applying for permits it is often pressed for time. Often it is about keeping up 
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the pace not to lose time, and support services are good, but there need to be an organisation 
to back things up, that is what is most important, says Nordström. Sometimes we need help, 
and can get that from our consultants, he concludes.  
 
Nordström sees that the e-service could be useful and agrees with the idea that newly 
established companies have a greater need because of their limited resources. Some of the 
new companies are made up with just two people, he says, and �at some point one has to start 
from scratch�.  
 
�It is one thing for us with 10-12 people working solely with environmental issues, it is 
probably easier than if you have a smaller company where you have one or to people to cover 
it all.�, says Nordström �There are many things to consider� 
 
4.3.5 Substitutes to the E-service; �the competitors� 
 
LKAB has a hired consultant at the moment that keeps them updated on the legislation and 
every six months as part of their environment leading system they do a revision, checking 
against the legislation. Moreover, they have e-services, from �Miljöbokhyllan� (the 
environmental shelf), with weekly news letters about what is going on, environmental issues, 
the laws and other relevant information within the area. Naturally, Nordström says, we have 
magazines circulating as well. And, they have a solicitor they work with that usually keeps 
them posted. The solicitor works for LKAB fulltime and is possible to reach at all hours with 
questions.  
 
Because the company has waste products injurious to the environment they are obliged by law 
to self control and measure and evaluate their operations. Once a year they do updates in this 
area. Kenneth Nordström means that there are never problems with new laws; they are not ex 
post facto. �Also, we know what is on the way beforehand�, he says. 
 
There is also SveMin, a Swedish mining association, where issues related to for example new 
regulations and laws are ventilated. This is a very good channel for us members to stay 
informed and receive news, Nordström declares.   
 
With all these different channels, the internet service news letters, the solicitor, SveMin and 
so on there are no surprises. �It all goes quite well�, says Nordström.  
 
What most resembles the �E-service for safe mining projects� among the existing e-services 
would be the �Miljöbokhyllan�, mean both Nordström and Waaranperä.  
 
LKAB has contacts within the authorities that they can call if they have questions to discuss. 
They follow their applications closely, receive responses from the authorities on the estimated 
time scheduled for the consideration and have regular contact with their contact person at the 
authority. The County Administrative Board is the superintending authority for mining 
companies. The authorities that LKAB has most contact with are the County Administrative 
Board and the Municipality but also the National Environment Protection Board. Nordström 
says that much depends on the contact person at the authority. Within the County 
Administrative Board they have had the same contact for many years and when they meet 
they can ventilate different issues.  
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4.3.6 Who would pay and for what? 
 
Nordström thinks that the idea of an e-service of this type sounds interesting. The assembled 
picture it would give of what authorities to turn to, information about regulations and a 
possibility to follow documentation. Waaranperä agrees that it would be good to get the whole 
picture. �As it is now it�s a bit shilly-shally getting some information here and some 
information there.�, she says. Much would depend on the price of the e-service.  
 
4.4 The County Administrative Board of Västerbotten , Ylva Ågren � Environmental 

protection official 
 
Ylva Ågren has a Master in Engineering in technical biology, specialised in environmental 
issues. Ågren has worked at the County Administrative Board for 1.5-2 years, at the 
environmental protection department. Her primary area of expertise is mining, where she has 
worked with the supervision of existing operations and investigation of future operations. 
Before that she worked in a laboratory, with water issues.  
 
The County Administrative Board has responsibility of many different areas. Amongst other 
things they are the authority that does the supervision of the mines in the region. This includes 
going out to the mines to see if they follow conditions given by the Environmental Court or if 
there are any other problems. The authority handles applications to change these conditions, 
deciding what should be included and if the application can be accepted.  
 
Much of the work is related to the start-up of new mines in the Västerbotten region. The 
County Administrative Board handles permissions to start up mining operations for new 
mining companies towards the Environmental Court. For the existing mines there are 
permissions for expansion or changes of conditions and control of the operations. The 
applications that come directly to the County Administrative Board relate to are small 
changes.  
 
Lapp-villages, people living in the area, landowners et cetera contact the authority. From 
these groups the County Administrative Board take in complains about noise or questions of 
limitations for dust. This is not common, but it happens.  
 
The authority has consultations for the mining companies, informing about areas that are 
protected for environmental or other reasons. They have maps over the zones the reindeer 
industry use, areas of cultural interest and for nature conservation. Moreover, they can 
recommend ways of handling water, ore, rock, noise and other matters concerning the 
operation. Many of the questions coming through the authority are consultations imposed by 
laws.  
 
The Authority for Occupational Safety and Health handles all issues related to occupational 
safety and protection. But there is cooperation between several authorities in connection to the 
Seveso, the law about actions to prevent and limit the consequences of serious chemical 
accidents.  
 
4.4.1 The E-service 
 
Ågren has understood that the e-service would be a way to collect laws and regulations in one 
service and to follow documents through different authorities.  
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4.4.2 Expectations of the E-service 
 
Ylva Ågren hopes for the possibility to easily get an idea of how far different mining projects 
or prospecting companies have come in their process and what their plans are.  
 
4.4.3 Reliability of an E-service 
 
Ylva Ågren means that if you see that it works and that the service is updated the reliability is 
high. It is imperative that the material is up-to-date and shows the latest legislation et cetera. 
The latest update should be illustrated clearly so that you can feel secure. If it is updated 
regularly it is reliable. 
 
4.4.4 The potential customers and their perceived needs  
 
Ågren feels that it is difficult to know how far the companies have come in the process and 
what their plans are. It is difficult to estimate what companies are coming close to starting up 
because there is perhaps one mine in about 50 prospecting licences. And it is of great interest 
for the authority to know if there is some company that is getting close to start up. Today they 
come in for their mandatory consults and then we know, and the probability of a mine is high, 
but then it is late in the process, she concludes.  
 
A possible disadvantage would be if the homogeneity reduces the creativity. If there is a 
model on how to do things, the risk is that nobody will think outside the box. No one will try 
to solve problems in new ways, means Ågren, adding that she does not think that would be a 
big issue.  
 
Looking at mines that actually start up it is a relatively small industry. Björkdal, Boliden, 
Lundin Mining, Dragon Mining, Lappland Goldminers and ScanMining, she counts, and 
another one or two would be a total of 7-8 companies with mines in Västerbotten, says Ågren. 
 
An e-service cannot substitute contact with mining companies and consultants. On the other 
hand, it can be faster than to get hold of a person, Ågren states. 
 
To get a holistic view over the mining activities in the county, what is happening and how far 
the plans have gone, is the most interesting issue for the County Administrative Board. 
�Having laws and regulations assembled in one place is favourable. To get a grip of the 
process right up to receiving all the licences, I think is beneficial.�, says Ylva Ågren. 
 
4.4.5 Substitutes to the E-service; �the competitors� 
 
The County Administrative Board has got access to all the information, laws and regulations 
from different places. �We get the applications for prospecting, we have the legislation, we 
call to know how far they have come in the processes, and we call the Environmental court 
and ask. It is simply a matter of doing the work yourself.�, Ågren says. 
 
�It is probably easier for us then for the company to comprehend these things, but I would say 
the service could be useful for us in some area. �It would facilitate to have everything 
collected in the same place.� �Of course that would be practical.� There are a lot of different 
people involved in the operations of one mine that have meetings to trade information. To 
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have all the information on one webpage would facilitate. But there are not that many of the 
County Administrative Boards that have prospecting for mining operations in their region, it 
is mainly in the north of Sweden in Norrbotten, Västerbotten and Jämtland.  
 
She believes the e-service could be useful. �Maybe particularly since there are a lot of new 
companies in this business area it will be valuable. I believe that many of the established 
companies could already have this collected, but it might be of help for the new companies.�, 
she says. Ågren says that there may be more and more foreign companies coming in. In fact 
there are just a few and most have some kind of Swedish organisation as well even if the 
company is owned from abroad. Of course it happens that all foreign organisations come here. 
The company in Svartliden, they were owned by Australians and still are, but now they have a 
whole organisation here in Sweden. The problem coming from Australia is; that they cannot 
know any European law. Of course there are problems coming from that, she says. 
 
Often they have someone in their organisation that knows Swedish, but English works as 
well, of course. Most often there are both, that is that there is a Swede or someone who knows 
the language at the meeting. The conversation could be in English anyway. Yet another 
alternative is that both Swedish and English are used at the same time. 
 
Many of the organisations have their own organisation for environmental issues. They have to 
control these themselves, to have it within the company, she continues. Ågren does not think 
this should hinder the e-service from succeeding. She sees that there is a choice to make 
whether it is worth paying for synchronising the information you already have. All bits of the 
legislation and whatever changes are made are public information, which anybody can attain. 
There are several publishers giving out the law, and companies you can order from, and the 
National Environment Protection Board for example has a service. The County 
Administrative Board subscribes to a legislation service that publishes the Environmental and 
other relevant laws regularly.  
 
The companies do not really have a universal source to turn to, they have to know which 
authority to contact. They do have SveMin (the Association of Mines, Mineral and Metal 
Producers in Sweden), an organisation for the industry that have services and seminars for 
their members, but I�m not sure what they offer their members. 
 
Ågren knows of similar e-services, but not within the mining industry. The waste industry has 
some kind of e-service like this one, she thinks. There are also a number of services and e-
service where one can find and/or get subscriptions on Swedish and European laws. The 
Swedish National Environment Protection Board have gathered legislation and advice on their 
website and there are others as well, says Ågren. �I think that many basically; you go to 
Google to find something. That would simply be quite a big competitor.� 
 
4.4.6 Who would pay and for what? 
 
It is difficult to say whether they would be interested to pay for this e-service. The problem, 
Ågren says, is that the authority probably gets a lot of the information from other channels 
and that we are paying for some parts. The question would be how much the County 
Administrative Board would pay for getting the mine industry collected in one source, since 
this is a small part of what they do. �But, yes, for the right price I think it would work.�, she 
concludes.  
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5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 

his chapter is divided into themes to follow the structure of the results. Empirical 
results are analysed and connected to the theoretical framework which will be 
intertwined in the analysis. The perceived needs of the e-service for its potential 
customers will be discussed along with the benefits the e-service could provide.  

 
5.1 The E-service 
 
In the theoretical chapter the first thing stated was that services are difficult to describe104 105. 
For the researchers to understand what the e-service will be, the two insiders of the study, 
Brundin and Eklundh, described the contents and the features of the e-service. These features 
would in Cravens and Piercy�s terminology be the function, what the product does, and the 
technology, the means of providing, of the service106. Eklundh wants to see the e-service as an 
electronic civil servant that will deliver accurate information. Both Brundin and Eklund say 
the e-service will be a mean to follow documents through different authorities and an 
intelligent search engine. The perspective of Brundin is also that of a foreign company, which 
means the translation service is important to him.   
 
In the theoretical framework it was stated that the internet is �one big service�107. What the 
insiders described suggest that the e-service has the characteristics of information processed 
services or even information-based services108. In Shosack�s tangibility spectrum these 
services are to be found in the most intangible part of the spectrum109. This means that there is 
no need for physical contact110 111, which goes well with the service being an electrical 
service. One advantage of the e-service service is that it is convenient and efficient for the 
customer to use whenever he or she pleases112 113.    
 
When the e-service is ready and designed to match the needs of its potential customers, to not 
get a provider gap three there has to be sufficient resources to make sure the service is 
delivered according to the standards. The people, system and technology have to be there. If 
not there is a provider gap three and the service will not match the customer expectations. 

Apart from the part of the service controlled by the provider, the other interest groups may be 
the cause of gap three, the intermediaries and the customers themselves.114 Gap four is also 
applicable here, not matching the performance to promises115. Since many of the potential 
customers are in the project and two theses are written there it is already communicated what 
the e-service will contain. This may raise the expectations of the potential customers.  
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5.2 Expectations of the E-service 
 
Satisfaction is the difference between what is expected and what is gotten116. It is often not 
easy to satisfy the customer and often technology-based services are difficult to implement117. 
In the case of this e-service these issues may be relevant and worth considering. What could 
be an extenuating circumstance is if the e-service is perceived a governmental service, since 
people may have lower expectations of service from the public sector118.  
 
Expectations are affected by which culture and social group the person comes from. The 
critical factor of expectations is the previous experience of an equal or similar service. It may 
also be the controlled external communication or word-of-mouth that has raised the 
expectations.119   
 
�We believe it possible to gather information and make it easy to find through certain 
techniques that make it possible to manage large amounts of data.�, Annica Eklundh states.  
 
The respondents from the big mining company say that it is of great importance that the e-
service is updated. They would expect it to be. Ylva Ågren hopes for the possibility to easily 
get an idea of how far different mining projects or prospecting companies have come in their 
process and what their plans are. When asked for their expectations the Nordström and 
Waaranperä answer reflects their experience of having all the accurate information at hand, 
and they would not expect less from this e-service. Ågren�s answer is more of a desire for a 
service that will fulfil an unsatisfied need.  
 
Brundin, with both an insider and an outsider role, has high expectations of the e-service. He 
would like it to be a service that could bridge over the issues and difficulties he has seen. 
Brundin expects that the e-service will facilitate for the companies to discover changes in 
laws and regulations and that it will have the ability for the company to follow documents 
through, within and between different authorities. Brundin also means that is very important 
that the e-service can manage to search both words and phrases and that the intelligent 
electronic service will have the ability ask for further information, if needed, to answer and 
give the accurate information. 
 
The second provider gap says that the understanding of customer expectations should be the 
basis for the development of customer driven service design and standards. This is 
particularly valuable in the process of developing a new service.120  
 
5.3 Reliability of an E-service 
 
Eklundh is afraid there will be a resistance against the new technology, that is to say, the e-
service. She believes this is worth examining if potential customers would feel that they 
cannot trust the e-service. Her concern is based on that even people involved in the project do 
not believe e-services to be reliable. Though, this is up to the individual person, she says.  
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All the remaining interest groups argue that reliability is a non-issue. However, they would all 
take precautionary measures and check the information, at least in the beginning, until they 
feel they can trust the e-service. Brundin means that the international companies would have 
to double check and translate the regulations so that they know that they have all the 
information. The two outsiders think that the most important part for the e-service to be 
reliable would be regular up-dates. Ågren stress the importance that information about the 
latest up-date is clearly shown in the e-service. These concerns, of the importance of up-dates 
must be taken seriously. A failure in that area would hinder the success of the e-service. 
Lovelock et al articulate that in many information processing services relationships built on 
trust have been created successfully121. 
 
5.4 Needs 
 
Fundamental in marketing concepts are the understanding of the needs, wants and demands of 
the market. The customers are more demanding than ever and demand a meticulous 
understanding of their needs and wants and how to meet them122. The needs are general in 
their expression and become wants when directed to something specific that will fulfil the 
need123. The e-service is what could be said to be a body of intelligent knowledge and is 
general in its design for the interest groups to find the information they want. Annica Eklundh 
sees many possible entrances to this e-service and many different groups have an interest in 
this type of service. �No, this is an e-service and does not have one single focus.�, Eklundh 
states. This statement could confirm Aquila, who says that in spite of the very demanding 
customers many firms accumulate customers to whom they then fit services to meet their 
needs. A random growth strategy like this is not recommended124. What is more, everyone in 
a market cannot be satisfied by a single product. Therefore, there is a need to determining the 
structure of the market, identify customer groups and then aim at target markets.125 In the two 
following sections this will be done using the model for determining the structure of a 
product-market (Figure 2)126. But first the general needs of the potential customers as 
perceived by the insiders will be discussed.   
 
The project has researched the needs of the mining companies during the past year and has 
concluded that �It is foremost a need to get the right information�, Eklundh states. Especially 
for the foreign companies there is a need for information about which authority to turn to and 
because the Swedish authorities have a self governing that is unique and differ from other 
nations it is difficult to understand coming from the outside. �Obviously they think this is 
perturbing�, Eklundh says. It would be good to have this e-service that notifies you that 
where to turn in different stages, Brundin means.  
 
Brundin suggests that the main difficulty is that to know what to look for one has to have that 
information to start with. One can keep updated through a number of different channels but it 
is difficult not to miss something, but how are you supposed to know what information to 
look for, Brundin asks. There are a number of things that the company needs to know at the 
very start to be able to get paperwork back as quickly as possible and then plan the work. It is 
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for example even more difficult for non-European companies to understand that many new 
directives and laws that apply in Sweden come directly from the European Union, which 
makes it difficult to follow the laws, according to Brundin.  
 
Also, to be able to follow paper work through the system and get access to it the minute it is 
back on their table would mean a lot to the companies and would save time, effort and money, 
Eklundh thinks. In addition, Zert has seen that in a second stage there is a need for a 
restructuring of information within the government authorities to facilitate a search made with 
new technologies.  
 
It is important that the provider researches the market and that information gets to the 
managers to close the gap between customer expectations and the providers understanding of 
what they are. This is the first provider gap in the model. Other reasons for the gap could be 
lack of market segmentation or that not enough is done to retain customers and to handle 
complaints.127 Because the market changes rapidly the foundation of the market research 
should be an identification of needs128. In the case of this e-service the generic need, that is to 
say the first step in the model to determining the structure of a product-market129, would be to 
receive accurate information. In the next section a profile of the potential customers will be 
made.  
 
5.5 The potential customers and their perceived needs  
 
The end-users are the most important customer to identify because it is their needs and wants 
that determine the buy. Profiling the customers it is of importance to identify external and also 
environmental factors that may influence the customers� demand.130 For instance, the 
authorities were out more in the field informing about regulations and permits before. Now it 
is up to the individual or the company to find out what permissions and licences are required 
and what laws apply. To know what information to look for one has to be knowledgeable in 
the area, Brundin says. Evers and Menkhoff argue that because of rationalisations in many 
companies there are not enough people left in the organisation and they therefore need 
knowledge services to a larger extent than before. These services could be offered by 
consultants or in a virtual form, in the era of e-commerce.131 
 
Before beginning to determine the scope of the product-markets there are three things to think 
about. The first is to identify the buyers in the product-market. Secondly look at the market 
size and its features and thirdly include the product categories competing for the needs of the 
buyers.132 In this section the potential customers are identified and their characteristics will 
show. The next section will go into the product categories competing for the needs or the 
potential customers.  
 
The customer profiles are made using the model for determining the structure of a product-
market (Figure 2)133. The first part of the model was used in the previous section to determine 
the generic need. Now the second part is to determine the general features and the 
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composition of the customer base. The third step in the model look at more specific customer 
characteristics. To make profiles of the customers facilitates strategic decision making when it 
comes to targeting, positioning and segmentation.134 Below the different groups of potential 
customers have been chiselled out and their different characteristics are illustrated.  
 
Eklundh means that the potential customers for this e-service would be the authorities and the 
mining companies. �It is a question of packaging the service in a way that the different 
customer groups can use the information from their viewpoint.� Potential customers may be 
the County Administrative Board and The authority for Occupational Safety and Health that 
wants to become more efficient. Landowners have an interest in keeping themselves informed 
on what mining companies are prospecting or have taken out a mining-concession on their 
land. Therefore, one customer group could be the municipalities that could feel obliged to 
make this service obtainable.  
 
The mining companies have �a need to get the right information�. New mining companies 
can consist of 4-8 people and can have up to 40-50 subcontractors. This also leads to 
difficulties in knowing who bears the judicial responsibility in different processes. For the 
foreign mining companies it is difficult to understand where to get the information, what 
legislations are applicable, what to do and when to do it.  
 
Brundin also sees a need for this e-service for both the authorities and the industry. It would 
facilitate for the authorities and the transparency part of the service could save time and 
money for the companies. The e-service would be directed towards new establishments, but 
also full production and aftercare and all mines go through these different stages, even LKAB 
and Boliden. Particularly foreign companies would need this e-service, because they do not 
know the Swedish conditions and there are both a language- and a cultural barrier. 
 
Brundin says that LKAB and Boliden probably think they have all the knowledge they need 
but �Knowledge is never static, one has to remember that.� He thinks that the two large and 
old Swedish mining companies also could gain from the e-service since they also go through 
the whole process of making new establishments and building dams et cetera. Brundin has 
also heard them express that they sometimes do not get all information about new laws and 
regulations. The e-service would make the search for information more efficient and thus less 
people would be needed and this would be useful both for Dragon Mining, for the two old 
mining companies and for others, Brundin says.  
 
LKAB do think that they have most of the information that could be provided by the e-
service. They do not seem to have that many problems, since they have the resources they 
need. Nonetheless, they are interested in a service that would hold the information assembled 
and that would have the ability to follow documents through different authorities. Also, 
Waaranperä likes the idea to get the information of what to include in specific cases when 
making a description of environmental consequences. Nordström thinks that it would be 
particularly useful to them in times of change, when reorganising and recruiting new people 
for example. Nordström agrees with the previous respondents in that the e-service would be 
most useful to newly established, because of their limited resources.  
 
Looking at mines that actually start up it is a relatively small industry, a total of 7-8 
companies with mines in Västerbotten, says Ågren. To get a holistic view of the mining 
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activities in the county, what is happening and how far the plans have gone, is the most 
interesting issue for the County Administrative Board. Today they come in for their 
mandatory consults and then we know, and the probability of a mine is high, but then it is late 
in the process, she concludes. The same as for LKAB the assembled picture in one service 
would be of great interest. �It would facilitate to have everything collected in the same 
place.� Ågren concludes that an e-service cannot substitute contact with mining companies 
and consultants. Then again it can be faster than to get hold of a person.  
 
5.6 Substitutes to the E-service; �the competitors� 
 
Customers have an array of choices to solve their problems, which must be recognised by the 
service company, states Aquila135. When mapping the product-market it is critical to be broad 
enough and include all relevant product groups that are competing for the same consumer 
needs. It is said that putting customer needs in the centre is the key to competitive strength. 
Products-markets are defined through connecting the consumer�s need with the product 
benefits. The people must also have a use situation that the product can satisfy.136  
 
People have different ways to satisfy their needs and new technologies provide customers 
with novel ways of satisfying their needs137. Therefore different products and brands are 
substitutes. The closer the substitutability of other products the more direct is the competition. 
All products that are substitutable in either one way or to each other should be included in the 
product-market. The positioning of a certain product or brand in the product-market, and also 
controls and evaluations of the position can be used to decide targeting and positioning 
strategies for the product.138 
 
The steps of the model for determining the structure of a product-market are (See Figure 2)139:  
 

1. Determining what needs and wants the product fulfils. The main need the e-service 
will satisfy is the need for accurate information. 

2. Consider the different ways of satisfying the generic need.  
3. Identify the specific product-markets. 

 
It is not other e-services that are the main threats to the new service. Any of the alternative 
services in the product market is a possible competitor. Limits of the product market should 
be strategically determined to seize the opportunities and avoid potential threats140. Time has 
come to look at the methods the interest groups are using currently. These would be the 
substitutes to the e-service and thus the different product-markets that compete for the 
customers. But first the view of the product owner is presented. The two main alternatives 
Eklundh think the potential customer group of mining companies have are either to solve their 
problems in a traditional way or to hire a consultant.  
 
The traditional way would imply picking up the phone and calling all the different authorities 
involved, send e-mails and search the internet, search information, collect materials, hire a 
translator, interpret the law, and then decide what to do.  

                                                
135 Aquila, A. J. (2004) pp. 8f 
136 Cravens, D. W. and Piercy, N. F. (2006) pp. 73ff 
137 Ibid p. 77 
138 Ibid pp. 74f 
139 Ibid pp. 76 
140 Ibid pp. 77 
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The second alternative available is to hire a consultant to do this. But Eklundh do not think 
there is one consultant that can handle all the different areas. Eklundh thinks that what they 
can do is to help the companies to find out where to direct their questions and where to find 
specific information. 
 
A final possibility of competition to this e-service could maybe be other technologies, implies 
Eklundh. Brundin on the other hand is sure there will be more and more of the new 
technologies, such as this e-service. Just looking at the development of Google it is becoming 
easier and easier to use electronic services. Vinnova�s programme developing e-services 
could maybe come up with possible competitive technologies that can be applied to the 
mining industry.  
 
As it is now one has to have basic knowledge of how things work with different laws, 
regulations, authorities, the industry, licences, et cetera. But even with the e-service you need 
some basic knowledge, is Brundin�s believe.  
 
All bits of the legislation and whatever changes are made are public information, which 
anybody can attain, Ågren explains. There are several publishers giving out the law, and 
companies you can order from.  
 
All of the potential customers interviewed in this study subscribe to electronic services, the 
National Environment Protection Board, �Miljöbokhyllan�, and other websites that provide 
information about laws and regulations. According to LKAB the �Miljöbokhyllan� is the most 
complete of the existing e-services. Ågren thinks that the waste industry has some kind of e-
service similar to this one. All agree that it would facilitate to have all the information on one 
webpage. Many of the e-services provide weekly news letters about what is going on, 
environmental issues, the laws, and other relevant information within the area. Apart from the 
electronic services LKAB has magazines circulating as well. 
 
Ågren�s experience is that many of the companies have their own organisation for 
environmental issues. There are a lot of different people involved in the operations of one 
mine that have meetings to trade information. Brundin also says that large organisations like 
LKAB and Boliden have special groups of people to follow up on laws and regulations 
regularly. Foreign companies entering the Swedish market probably first send somebody to 
orientate themselves, Brundin says. Often they have someone in their organisation that knows 
Swedish, but English works as well, of course. Most often there are both, that is that there is a 
Swede or someone who knows the language at meetings, Ågren explains.  
 
The companies do not really have a universal source to turn to; they have to know which 
authority to contact. They do have SveMin, an organisation for the industry that has services 
and seminars for their members, but I�m not sure what they offer their members, says Ågren. 
Information channels can also be found through representing the company in SveMin and 
their committees. This is a very good channel for us members to stay informed and receive 
news, Nordström declares.  
 
Authorities come to carry out regular inspections they sometimes inform us about new 
regulations, says Brundin. LKAB has contacts within the authorities that they can call if they 
have questions to discuss. Nordström says that much depends on the contact person at the 
authority. 
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Consultants cost money and it sometimes hard to get a hold of them, says Brundin; they are in 
a meeting or something else. So it may be problematic to get in contact with them when you 
need information quickly. LKAB has a hired consultant and a solicitor they work with that 
usually keeps them updated on the legislation  
 
Google seem to be a well used mean to get information. �I think that many basically; you go 
to Google to find something. That would simply be quite a big competitor.�, Ågren states. 
Google is a probable competitor, except for the search function it is possible to translate into 
understandable English at the site, Brundin says. The disadvantage with Google is that you 
would have to know to what to google, says Brundin Another possibility is to do searches on 
the web pages of the various authorities.  
 
LKAB does a revision, checking against the legislation every six months. Once a year they do 
updates; they are obliged by law to self control and measure and evaluate their operations. 
They follow their applications closely, receive responses from the authorities on the estimated 
time scheduled for the consideration and have regular contact with their contact person at the 
authority. Kenneth Nordström means that there are never problems with new laws; they are 
not ex post facto. �Also, we know what is on the way beforehand�, he says.It is simply a 
matter of doing the work yourself.�, Ågren says. �It all goes quite well�, says Nordström.  
 
Product benefits and the needs of customers are brought together in a product-market, 
consequently there is a demand. 
 
5.7 Who would pay and for what? 
 
Customers that have needs and wants buy the benefits of a product to satisfy the organisation 
or the individual person. Demand is the ability and willingness to buy, a certain good or 
service.141 Consumers do their outmost to maximise the value. The perceived value is the 
difference between what is given and what is gotten.142 
 
How to finance semi-public services is a difficult and interesting question. Many e-services 
seem to be financed through advertisement. This e-service would be sold when it is 
completed. Eklundh knows that there is a great variety in the ability and will to pay for this 
service amongst the potential customers. There is a considerable difference in customer value 
to different potential customer groups.  
 
The transparency service included in the e-service could mean that the companies save a lot of 
time, effort and money. They could get access to the paper work with no delays. Eklundh 
believes that the companies would profit so much they would be willing to pay good money 
for this service. Moreover, if this e-service would help a company to create a report in half the 
time, months of working hours could be saved and this could also mean starting up earlier and 
thus they would save a lot of time and lower their costs.  
 
Eklundh does not think landowners and the reindeer industry could be expected to pay for 
information about what is going to happen on their land. The authorities, municipalities 

                                                
141 Cravens, D. W. and Piercy, N. F. (2006) pp. 73f 
142 Kotler, P. and Keller, K. L. (2006) p. 141 
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included, have to provide this information in some way. By buying the completed e-service 
they could deliver the information for a lower cost and in a better, more standardised way. 
 
Brundin says that some kind of subscription on the e-service could be thinkable. The e-service 
would be compared and valued against the time and effort saved using other sources.  
 
Nordström and Waaranperä say that they have most of the knowledge and information.  
Nevertheless, they mean, it would be valuable to have the whole picture, the authorities, a 
possibility to follow documentation and all the information about laws and regulations.  But, 
much would depend on the price of the e-service.  
 
Ågren also points out that they obtain a lot of the information from other channels and are 
already paying for some of it. Since the mining industry is a small part of what the County 
Administrative Board does Ågren does not know if they would pay for this service. How 
much it would be worth to get the information in one e-service. �But, yes, for the right price I 
think it would work.�, she concludes.  
 
Provider gap four, not matching performance to promises, holds except for the already 
mentioned factors the issue of pricing services. Pricing techniques for services are complex 
and the customers most often do not have the knowledge to compare prices and to determine 
if the price is adequate. Goods and services are bought to meet specific needs and evaluation 
of the outcome is based on the expectations.143 

                                                
143 Zeithaml, V. A., Bitner, M. J. and Gremler, D. D. (2006) pp. 42f 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE PROJECT 
 
n this final chapter of the thesis the author will draw conclusions from the findings of 
the study. The normative part of the purpose calls for the second section in this chapter, 
where recommendations are given to the project. In the end of this thesis some ideas for 
further studies are presented, opening up to new beginnings and other endings.  

 
6.1 Conclusions 
 
Before putting forward the conclusion it can be useful to have another look at the purposes of 
this study.   
 
The purposes of this thesis are to explore the perceived needs for the potential �E-service of 
safe mining projects� and the benefits it could bring to its potential customers. By 
considering the customers potential needs with the aid of a theoretical lens this thesis also 
aims to make suggestions to the company of what to consider in the development process of 
this e-service.  
 
To satisfy the customers is not very easily done. Customers of today often have high 
expectations of the quality of the service and they want the service provider to know their 
needs and wants. What could be helpful for this e-service is that because it is semi-public 
service the potential customers may consider it a public service instead of a private service 
and thus the expectations will be lowered. 
 
The generic need as stated by the insiders is the �need to get the right information� and this 
seems to be agreed upon by all the respondents. 
 
The potential customers are according to the study first and foremost new, small companies 
that have lesser resources and foreign companies that do not know the Swedish system. Other 
potential customers described by the respondents are the authorities (the Municipalities, the 
County Administrative Board, the Authority for Occupational Safety and Health).  
 
To understand the perceived needs and the benefits the e-service �E-service for safe mining 
projects� could provide it is of use to in short look at the possible substitutes to the e-service. 
The alternatives used by the potential clients today would be possible substitutes in the future 
as well. Mentioned in the study are the possibilities to already have the knowledge needed to 
handle the whole process, look up the public information on legislation websites and other, to 
subscribe to electronic services, to subscribe to weekly news letters, to buy magazines within 
the area of interest, have an own organisation for environmental issues, join SveMin and their 
committees, to google and to hire a consultant and/or solicitor. This is to say that either you 
do it yourself or you hire a consultant. Possible competitors may also come from new 
technologies, which is considered likely by Brundin. Two other potential threats that are 
mentioned are the �Miljöbokhyllan� and a service within the waste industry. Otherwise 
Google and SveMin seem to top the list of competition.  

I 
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The potential customers� specific perceived needs and benefits are: 
 
Dragon Mining (the foreign company) 

• to get the information so that we know what to look for 
• to facilitate for the companies to discover changes in laws and regulations 
• the ability to follow paper work through, within and between different authorities 
• if there would be an all-foreign company; to get knowledge of the Swedish system 
• to save time effort and money and thus gain in efficiency 

 
LKAB (the large and Swedish company) 

• to get all the information gathered in one place 
• to have example models of how to write specific reports etc. 
• to facilitate the process or training new employees 

 
County Administration Board (the authority) 

• to get the possibility to easily determine how far different mining project or 
prospecting companies have come in the process 

• to get all the information gathered in one place 
• to get to the information more rapidly than a personal service 

 
Other authorities 

• to become more efficient 
• to provide �their customers� the public with information 
• to facilitate the work 
• to be able to provide a more standardised product 

   
There is a difference between the perceived needs of different customer groups. The e-service 
would possibly gain from further marketing research. It would be worth considering 
segmenting the market further and maybe to target the group of customers that have the most 
to gain from the service, the small companies and the foreign companies.  
 
6.2 Recommendations to the project 
 
It has been shown that business outcomes from the internet are services. They should be dealt 
with like any other service when it comes to marketing and management tools, concepts and 
strategies. Precisely like another good or service there is a need to prioritise and think about 
what grouping of potential customer is most important to focus on. To segment and target 
markets. One suggestion is found in the last paragraph in the previous section, but the project 
could possibly have other ideas.  
 
Another recommendation is to make sure that the five gaps of the Gaps Model are sealed. 
That is to say that the critical gap between expected and perceived services is closed, which 
means that all four provider gaps have to be closed as well. This means to; know what 
customers expect, select the right service designs and standards, deliver to service design and 
standards and match performance to promises. During the process of developing the e-service 
it is particularly important that the project considers the second provider gap and bases their 
design of the e-service on their understanding of customer expectations. To achieve this all 
parties involved in the project have to have the same understanding of the customers� 
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expectations and work with the same concepts. Customers may also need to be educated so 
that they know what to expect and how to use the e-service.  
 
A critical point made in the study is that the potential customers would need and expect the e-
service to be up-to-date and it is recommended that the information about the latest up-date is 
clearly shown on the site of the e-service. Otherwise it would lose its reliability. 
 
With the rapid change of the market and of customer needs it is important that the analysis of 
the market, the potential customers perceived needs, is up-to-date and that new factor are 
taken into consideration as they emerge.  
 
6.3 Further research 
 
This thesis is explorative in its approach and therefore can only contribute with some 
additional insight to the area of study. With this initial mapping of the area avenues for further 
research have emerged. 
 
It would be exiting to interview all the people involved in the project in one way or another 
about their expectations and to try to capture their individual needs as professionals and the 
perceived needs of the interest organisation they represent. It would also be very interesting to 
follow up the lead on foreign mine companies who have interests in the inland of Västerbotten 
and map their needs entering the Swedish mining industry. One could also do a longitudinal 
study on these companies, following them through the different phases of prospecting, up 
start, operating and discontinuation of the mines.  
 
Yet, another avenue for future studies could be to map the perceived needs of different 
interest groups and calculate what the benefits would be for them in monetary terms. What is 
the value of the e-service, for the potential customer and for the provider? 
 
It would also be valuable to find out if there are similar solutions in practise in other areas that 
could be applicable. Since the European laws and rules apply in the whole European Union 
another possibility is to make quantitative research in this area, surveying the needs and wants 
of an �E-service for safe mining projects� at a European level.  
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INTERVIEW WITH ZERT 
 
Bakgrundsinformation 
Kan du presentera dig själv kortfattat? 
 
Kan du berätta om bakgrunden till projektet �E-tjänst Säkra Gruvor�? 

• Varifrån kommer idén? (egna företaget/ Spec. person/ Utifrån?) 
• När? 

 
Projektet & e-tjänsten 
Kan du kort beskriva tjänsten? 
 
Kan du berätta om projektet?  

• Identifierade behov 
 
Har ni en affärsidé för denna e-tjänst?    

• Vad är den? 
 
Har ni en vision för denna e-tjänst? 

• Vilken? 
 
Hur har de olika parterna kommit in i projektet?  
 
Vad är företagets relation till de olika parterna? (spec. myndigheterna) 
 
Marknad 
Vad ser ni för marknad för denna e-tjänst? 

• Finns fokus på någon del av marknaden? 
 
Kunder 
Hur gör era potentiella kunder nu?  

• Finns det olika alternativ? 
• Vad finns det för problem? 
• Hur löser man dessa? 
 

Konkurrens 
Vad för slags konkurrens har ni? 
 
Vilka konkurrenter har ni? (Myndigheter, Konsulter som säljer liknande tjänst, hjälper igenom 
lagstiftning, översätter dokument etc.) 
 
Vilka är era konkurrensfördelar?  

• Bättre i den här tjänsten 
• Differentiering 

 
Finansiering/Kostnader 
Efter projektets slut hur ska e-tjänsten finansieras? (bidrag, sälja tjänsten) 
 
Är det tänkt att någon ska betala för e-tjänsten? 

• Vem/Vilka? 
• Vad ska de betala för?  

 
Vi skriver om nyttan/behovet samt konkurrensen till denna tjänst� 
Är det någon speciell frågeställning som Zert vill att jag ska titta på gällande nyttan/behovet av denna 
tjänst? (Hanna) 
 
Vilken del av konkurrensen känner du är minst utforskad? (Leo & Lenitha) 
 
Är det något vi har glömt? 
 

Tack! 
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INTERVIEW WITH DRAGON MINING 
 
Bakgrundsinformation 
Kan du presentera dig själv kortfattat? 
 
Kan du berätta om företaget kortfattat? 
 
E-tjänsten 
Hur kom ni in i projektet �E-tjänst Säkra Gruvor�? 

• Varför? 
 
Kan du kort beskriva tjänsten? 
 
Finns behov för en e-tjänst av detta slag? 

• Vad ser du att det finns för behov för en e-tjänst som denna i gruvbranschen? 
• Vilka ser du kan ha behov av en sådan tjänst? 

 
 
Dagsläget 
Hur gör ni i dag? (följa lagar, ansökningar etc) 
 
Vilka vänder ni er till om ni behöver hjälp med information? (Myndigheter, Konsulter som säljer 
liknande tjänst, hjälper igenom lagstiftning, översätter dokument etc.) 

• Finns det flera alternativ? 
 
Finns det något som saknas i dagsläget?  

• Vad?  
 
Har ni behov av en tjänst som �E-tjänst säkra gruvor�? 

• Vilka?/ Varför inte? 
 
Ser ni några fördelar med en tjänst av detta slag? 

• Vilka? 
 
Ser ni några nackdelar med en tjänst av detta slag? 

• Vilka? 
 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att använda er av tjänsten? 
 
Vad har ni för förväntningar på denna tjänst? 

• Innehåll? 
• Design för att passa er? 

 
Hur är er inställning till tillförlitligheten av denna typ av tjänst?  
 
Hur är er tilltro till denna typ av tjänst? 

• Jämfört med tilltron till en konsult? 
 
Hur ser ni på framtiden för denna tjänst/denna typ av tjänst? (konkurrens?) 
 
Finansiering/Kostnader 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att betala för en e-tjänst som denna?  

• Varför/Varför inte? 
 
Vad skulle ni kunna tänka er att betala för? 
 
Är det någonting som vi har glömt? 
 
Tack! 
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INTERVIEW WITH LKAB 
 
Bakgrundsinformation 
Kan du presentera dig själv kortfattat (bakgrund/utbildning och vad du gör på företaget)?  
 
Kan du berätta om företaget kortfattat? 
 
Dagsläget 
Hur gör ni för att tillgodogöra om lagar, regler, anvisningar och standarder som ni behöver följa? 
 
Hur gör ni för att hålla er uppdaterade om vad som gäller? 

• Vilka verktyg finns för att göra detta? 
• Hur organiserar ni arbetet för detta? (vilka personer, hur många) 

 
Vilka vänder ni er till om ni behöver hjälp med information? (Myndigheter, Konsulter som säljer 
liknande tjänst, hjälper igenom lagstiftning, översätter dokument etc.) 

• Finns det flera alternativ? 
 
Har ni alltid jobbat på detta sätt?  

• Vilka förändringar har gjorts, när, varför? 
 
Finns det några svårigheter för er? 

• Vari ligger dessa? 
 
Vilka myndigheter har ni kontakt med? 
 
Finns det ett samarbete med myndigheterna? 

• Vad består detta i? 
 
Har ni möjlighet att följa ärenden?  

• Hur gör ni? 
 
Finns det något som saknas i dagsläget? 

• Vad? 
• Finns det något som skulle förenkla arbetet för LKAB? 

 
Vilka områden har du/ni insyn i bland lagar, regler anvisningar och standarder? (miljösäkerhet, 
arbetsmiljö etc.) 
 
E-tjänsten 
Känner ni till projektet �E-tjänst Säkra gruvor�? 
 

Om ja: Kan du kort beskriva tjänsten? 
 

Om nej: Vi beskriver tjänsten i korthet! 
• Information om föreskrifter 
• Aktiviteter som ska utföras och periodicitet och sista tidpunkt för dessa  
• Dokument som ska skapas  
• Information om malldokument 
• Mottagare av dokumentation 
• Översättning 
• Möjlighet att följa ärenden 

 
Finns behov för en e-tjänst av detta slag? 

• Vad ser du/ni att det finns för behov för en e-tjänst som denna i gruvbranschen? 
• Vilka ser du/ni kan ha behov av en sådan tjänst? 

 
Har ni behov av en tjänst som �E-tjänst säkra gruvor�? 

• Vilka?/ Varför inte? 
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Ser ni några fördelar med en tjänst av detta slag? 

• Vilka? 
 

Ser ni några nackdelar med en tjänst av detta slag? 
• Vilka? 
 

Skulle ni kunna tänka er att använda er av tjänsten? 
 

Vad skulle ni förvänta er av tjänsten? 
• Innehåll? 
 

Hur är er inställning till tillförlitligheten av denna typ av tjänst?  
 
Hur är tilltron till tjänsten? 

• Jämfört med tilltron till en konsult? 
 
Hur ser ni på framtiden för denna tjänst/denna typ av tjänst? (konkurrens?) 
 
Finansiering/Kostnader 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att betala för en e-tjänst som denna?  

• Varför/Varför inte? 
 
Vad skulle ni kunna tänka er att betala för? 
 
Är det någonting som vi har glömt? 
 
Tack!
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INTERVIEW WITH THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD 
 
Bakgrundsinformation 
Kan du presentera dig själv kortfattat (bakgrund/utbildning och vad du gör inom organisationen)? 
 
Kan du berätta vad gruvsidan på Länsstyrelsen gör? 

• Vad är era vanligaste ärenden? 
• Vilken information kan man få av er? 
• Vad upplever ni att gruvföretag har för problem? 

 
E-tjänsten 
 
Känner ni till projektet �E-tjänst Säkra gruvor�? 
 

Om ja: Kan du kort beskriva tjänsten? 
 

Om nej: Vi beskriver tjänsten! 
• Information om föreskrifter 
• Aktiviteter som ska utföras och periodicitet och sista tidpunkt för dessa  
• Dokument som ska skapas  
• Information om malldokument 
• Mottagare av dokumentation 
• Översättning 
• Möjlighet att följa ärenden 

 
Finns behov för en e-tjänst av detta slag? 

• Vilka ser ni kan ha behov av en sådan tjänst? 
• Vad ser ni att det finns för behov för en e-tjänst som denna i gruvbranschen? 

 
Har ni behov av en tjänst som �E-tjänst säkra gruvor�? 

• Vilka?/ Varför inte? 
 

Ser ni några fördelar med en tjänst av detta slag? 
• Vilka? 
 

Ser ni några nackdelar med en tjänst av detta slag? 
• Vilka? 
 

Skulle ni kunna tänka er att använda er av tjänsten? 
 

Vad skulle ni förvänta er av tjänsten? 
• Innehåll? 

 
Hur är er inställning till tillförlitligheten av denna typ av tjänst?  
 
Hur är er inställning till tilltron för denna tjänst? (jämfört med en konsult) 
 
Hur ser ni på framtiden för denna tjänst/denna typ av tjänst? (konkurrens?) 
 
Finansiering/Kostnader 
Skulle ni kunna tänka er att betala för en e-tjänst som denna?  

• Varför/Varför inte? 
 
Vad skulle ni kunna tänka er att betala för? 
 
Är det någonting som vi har glömt? 
 
Tack!
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INTERVIEW IN ENGLISH (for Blackstone Venture Corporation) 
 
Background information 
Please introduce yourself briefly (Background, education & role in the company) 
 
Can you briefly tell us about your company? 
 
Current situation 
How do you do to learn about the laws, regulations, directions and standards that you need to follow? 

• What tools are there? 
• How do you organise the work for this? 

 
Where do you turn for help with information? (Authorities, consultants, translations�) 

• Are there other alternatives? 
 
Have you always worked like this? 

• What kind of changes has been made, when and why? 
 
Are there any challenges? 

• Which challenges? 
 
Which authorities are you in contact with? 
 
Do you have any cooperation with them?  

• What points of cooperation? 
 
Do you have the possibility to follow the paperwork within and between the different authorities? 

• How? 
 
Is something missing for you to do this currently?  

• What? 
• Is there something that would make your work easier? 

 
 
Which fields of laws and regulations do you have an overview of? (Environment, working environment, 
etc) 
 
E-service 
Are you aware of the E-service project �Safe mining�, concerning the mining industry? 

If yes: Can you please describe that service? 
If no: We describe it 
 

Do you believe there is a need for this kind of service? 
• What kind of needs do you see for an e-service like this in the mining industry? 
• Who do you think might have a need for a service like this? 

 
Do you have any needs for a service like this? 

• What needs? / Why not? 
 

Do you see any advantages of a service like this? 
• Which? 

 
Do you see any disadvantages of a service like this? 

• Which? 
 
Would you consider using the service? 
 
What would you expect from it? 

• Content 
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What do you think about the reliability of this kind of service? 
 
How do you view the future of this kind of service?  
 
Costs 
Would you consider paying for an e-service like this? 

• Why / Why not? 
 
What would you consider paying for? 

 
Is there anything you think we forgot to discuss or anything you would like to add? 
 
Thank you! 
 


